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Let G be a semi-simple Lie group of split rank 1 and r a discrete subgroup of 
G of colinite volume. If P is a percuspidal parabolic of G with unipotent radical N
and if x is a non-trivial unitary character of N such that x(Tn N) = 1 then a 
meromorphic family of functions M(v) on f\G that satisfy all of the conditions in 
the definition fautomorphic form except for the condition of moderate growth is 
constructed. Itis shown that the principal part of M(v) at a pole vs with Re vs Z 0 
is square integrable and that “essentially” allsquare integrable automorphic forms 
with non-zero X-Fourier coefficient can be constructed using the principal parts of 
the M-series. For square integrable automorphic forms that are fixed under a maxi- 
mal compact subgroup the proviso “essentially” can be dropped. The Fourier coef- 
ficients ofthe M-series are computed. A specific term in the X-Fourier coefficient is 
shown to determine the structure of the singularities of the M-series. This term is 
related to Selberg’s “Kloosterman-Zeta function.” A functional equation for the 
M-series is derived. For the case of X(2, R) the results are made more explicit and 
a complete family of square integrable automorphic forms is constructed. Also the 
paper introduces the conjecture that for semi-simple Lie groups of split rank > 1 
and irreducible r the condition of moderate growth in the definition of 
automorphic form is redundant. Evidence for this conjecture is given for SO(n, 1) 
over a number field. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
In many classical developments of the theory of automorphic forms the 
Poincar6 series play an important role. In the parameterization given by 
Lehner (cf. [Le]) these series depend on two integral parameters v and m 
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(m > 3). They define holomorphic functions on the upper half-plane that 
satisfy the functional equations of automorphic forms. For v =0 they 
reduce to the holomorphic Eisenstein series. For v ~0 they are not 
meromorphic at ioo (see Section 4 for a discussion of this point). In the 
modern treatment of automorphic forms on real reductive groups [HC, L] 
the condition of holomorphy is dropped and classical Eisenstein series are 
replaced by a generalization f Maass wave forms which are still called 
Eisenstein series. The real analytic Poincare series are a generalization 
of holomorphic Poincare series, which yield, generically, functions of 
exponential growth (as opposed to the Eisenstein series which have 
moderate growth) but which are still useful in the construction of 
automorphic forms. The purpose of this article is to develop a theory of 
Poincare series that is analogous to the modern theory of Eisenstein series, 
for reductive groups of real rank one. This assumption on the rank is essen- 
tial to our technique, as will be explained later in this introduction. In
order to describe our main results we need to introduce some notation. 
Let G be a real reductive group of reduced rank one. Let P = MAN be 
a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. Fix K a maximal compact subgroup 
of G and denote by g, f, m, a, n the Lie algebras of G, K, P, IV, A, and N, 
respectively. If 5 E fi, v E a,* let (rr5, “ Hr. ‘) denote the corresponding 
principal series representations of G and let Hi’ and Hk” denote the 
K-finite and Cm-vectors in H5, “, respectively. Let
be given by 6,. “(f) =f( l), a continuous (P, M)-homomorphism with A4 
acting by <, a acting by v + p and n acting by 0. If @ is the root system of 
(p,A)andp=&,,+u) we will identify a,* with C by using p as a basis. 
Consider now x: N--f T’ a non-trivial unitary character. A continuous 
functional, A on HL such that k(nc, “(n) u) = x(n) d(u) is called a Whittaker 
vector. The standard way to construct Whittaker vectors is by means of 
Jacquet integrals 
J,, W = jN xW’fJs*n) dn. 
Here s* E Nd(M) represents the non-trivial e ement in W= W(G, A), the 
Weyl group of (G, A) andf,(s*n) = a(s*n)“+Pf(k(s*n)), where up = e~(logn), 
if p E a,*, a E A. Schiffman has shown that J,, y has a holomorphic continua- 
tion to a,* and, furthermore, it can be shown that any Whittaker vector 1 
on Hy is of the form 
A=rl”J,,. 
for some rl E H,* (cf. [J, Sch, K, GW, Wa 11). 
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Let now Tc G be a discrete subgroup of cohnite volume and not cocom- 
pact, and assume that P is r-percuspidal in the sense of Langlands. Let 
r, = Tn N and denote by 3(g) the center of U(g), the universal enveloping 
algebra of g. 
If (V, <, > ) is a complex, finite dimensional inner product space and 
f: G + V is a real analytic function, f is said to be an automorphic form if 
f is left r-invariant, right K-finite, &)-finite, and satisfies a moderate 
growth condition; that is, there exist c> 0, M > 0 such that 
IIfk)ll Gc4glM 
for gc G, where g = n(g) u(g) k(g) with n(g) EN, u(g) EA, k(g) E K, and 
uJ gl M = emm? dg))l 
The space of V-valued automorphic forms will be denoted by 
d(I’\G, V). Also, we will write &(r\G) = &(r\G, C). 
We next recall the notion of Eisenstein series. Set, for u E Hi “, Re v > 1, 
W’, 5, v)(u) = c 6, An<, .(I’) 0).fN\r 
The series defines a weakly holomorphic family of continuous maps 
E(P, c, v): HL + H, and, by a theorem of Langlands, the family admits a 
weakly meromorphic continuation to a:. Let, for g E G, q E HF, 
EV’, 5, v, u, g, ‘I) = W(P, t, v) zc, v(g) 0). 
Then u + E(P, <, v, u, g, q) maps Hk’ into d(T\G) and intertwines 
(g, K)-actions. The Poincare series to be studied in this paper are con- 
structed by an analog, M(P, r, v), of E(P, 5, v), where Whittaker vectors 
are used instead of the conical vectors 6,. “. Assume that x(T,,,) = ( 1 }. 
A first approach would be to use 
but one sees that this series is not convergent, since J, “(xc, “(a) u) is 
unbounded as a + 0 +. 
The estimates in [GW, Sect. 61, in the case when G is quasi-split, suggest 
that one could sum other Whittaker vectors, which are not continuous on 
HL, but on the Gevrey spaces S,(H’). In order to have an appropriate 
Whittaker vector to use, for G as above, we must first extend results in 
[GW]. We thus prove (cf. Theorem 1.1, Theorem A.1.8, Lemma A.1.9). 
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T-REM There is a weakly holomorphic family of continuous maps 
ro(& v): S,(Ht) --f H&l < I < 3/2) such that 
0) 45, v)(nt;, .b) 0) = x(n) ~(5, v)(u) 
(ii) 45, v)(q, Aa) 0) -a y+pZc(v) .6,,,(u), as 2 -00, uniformZy in v. 
Here Z&v) is an entire function on C with real zeros. 
The theorem ensures that 
Wt, v)(u) = 1 45, v)(q, ,(yg) ~1, u E SAW’ 1, 
YE r,v\r 
converges uniformly on compacta in v with Re v > 1 and that v H M(& v) 
defines a weakly holomorphic map from Re v > 1 to the continous maps 
from S,(HC) to H,. If q E HF then we set 
This function on T\G satisfies all conditions for an automorphic form 
except for the moderate growth condition for general v. At a cusp r-equiv- 
alent to P, the X-Fourier coefficient of M(<, v, a, u, ‘I) includes a 
holomorphic term involving w(& v), which grows exponentially as 
a 2 +co. On the other hand, all other Fourier coefftcients areexpressed in 
terms of Jc,Jx5,Ja) u), which decays exponentially as a 2 +co. (See 
Proposition 2.7) This suggests that once M(& v, g, u, rl) has been 
meromorphically continued, by resolving its poles one should get cusp 
forms. We will show that if Re v 2 0 and v # 0 then the residues are square 
integrable. 
We now describe the contents of the paper. In Section 1 we summarize 
some necessary results on Whittaker vectors. Section 2 is mainly devoted 
to the proof of the meromorphic continuation of M(& v), to give informa- 
tion on the location and order of the poles and an analysis of the residues 
(cf. Theorems 2.5 and 2.6). Also M(& v) satisfies a functional equation, 
proved in Theorem 2.8. 
In Section 3 we prove a completeness result (cf. Theorem 3.2 and 
Corollary 3.4). The actual statement is complicated. Set 
Then, roughly speaking, most square integrable automorphic forms,f, with 
fp, x# 0 for some percuspidal P and some x # 1 are given as residues of the 
M series. In the spherical case we show that this holds for all such 
automorphic forms f: Thus, in the spherical case, if furthermore N is 
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abelian, it holds for any nonconstant square integrable automorphic form 
J The result in the spherical case when G = X(2, R) is due to Neunhoffer. 
In Section 3 we also prove a result relating the poles of MX(& v, g, U, 9) 
with the poles of M$,,(& v, g, u, q), the (P, X)-Fourier coefficient (see 
Corollary 3.5 and Remark 4.11). 
In Section 4 we discuss the classical case, that is, G = SL(2, Iw). We first 
show that for special choices of v and the K-type (Pi, M(& v, g, 9,) yield 
holomorphic Poincart series. These occur within the region of convergence 
of M(& v) where it does not, generically, define an automorphic form. It 
does so for these values due to the peculiar behavior of the classical Whit- 
taker functions (see (4.2)). We also give a natural definition fholomorphic 
Poincare series of weight 2 and 1, respectively. We prove they have the 
usual properties of holomorphic Poincart series; in particular, they span 
the space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight 2 and 1, respectively (see 
4.2-4.6). In the case of weight 2 and r= T(n), a principal congruence sub- 
group, similar esults were proved long ago by Petersson [Pe] using an 
idea due to Hecke (see also [Ra, 5.71). Next, in Section 4, we compute the 
Fourier expansion of M(& v, g, 9,) at each cusp and the functional equa- 
tion very explicitly. In the case of the trivial K-type these results were 
obtained independently by Neunhoffer and Niebur developing ideas of 
Selberg (cf. [Ne, Nil). For the general case we give somewhat less explicit 
formulas in Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.8. 
For higher rank groups and irreducible r there are serious obstacles to 
the generalization fthe M series. First of all, the series to be continued do 
not converge in general in any range of the parameter (unless they are 
zero). On the other hand, the examination of some concrete examples 
suggest he following conjecture. Let G be a real semi-simple Lie group and 
let K, r and Z(g,) be as above. Let f E C”(T\G) be such that 
(1) Span R(K)f is a finite dimensional irreducible representation 
of K. 
(2) There exists q: Z(g,) -+ C a homomorphism such that zf= q(z)S, 
z E ZkL). 
We conjecture that if G has reduced rank (over R) 2 2 and if Tc G is 
irreducible then (l), (2) imply 
(3) There exist positive constants C,, C, such that 
(Here II .. . 11 is the operator norm relative to a finite dimensional represen- 
tation of G with compact kernel.) 
This conjecture is proved in Section 5 for the case when G = xd SO(n, 1 ), 
r is cofine in SO(n, l),F (& the ring of integers of F, a totally real exten- 
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sion of Q of degree d) and dim span R(K) f = 1. In particular the above 
conjecture is true for Hilbert-Blumenthal groups. 
The paper concludes with two appendices. In Appendix 1 we prove the 
results on Whittaker vectors necessary to our construction. In Appendix 2 
we derive some results on Eisenstein series which were needed in the proof 
of the meromorphic continuation of M([, v) and we were unable to find in 
the literature. 
Some of the ideas in the proof of the meromorphic continuation and 
completeness results in this paper were inspired by methods in [Gd]. The 
authors are indebted to Roe Goodman for very useful conversations on the 
material on Whittaker vectors in Appendix 1. We also thank the referee for 
his careful reading of the original manuscript. 
1. SOME RESULTS ON WHITTAKER VECTORS 
Let G be a real reductive group in the sense of [SW, Chap. 01. Let 
G = NAK be an Iwasawa decomposition of G, and let M be the centralizer 
of A in K. Denote by g, n, a, I, m the Lie algebras of G, N, A, K, and M. 
Given any Lie algebra h, let h, denote the complexification fh. We will 
assume throughout the paper that G,, the connected Lie subgroup of G 
with Lie algebra gs = [g, g], is of split rank one. If P = MAN, let u be the 
simple root of (P, A) and as usual let p(H) = i tr ad(H) In, if HE a. Fix 
Zf, E a such that a(H,) = 1 and set a, = exp tH, if t E R. We write for v E a:, 
a=exp H, Hea, uv=evcH). We write A,+= {a,ls>t}, A, = {a,ls<t}. 
Fix B, a non-degenerate G-invariant real valued form on g, such that 
B(H,, Ho) = 1 and - B(X, 0X) < 0, for XE g, where 8 is the Cartan involu- 
tion of g corresponding to K. Let (, ) denote the form on a: which is dual 
to B lot x(lC. If P E a*, let 
a,*(p)‘={AEarlRe (J.,~>>(cL,~)}. 
Given (5, H,) an irreducible unitary representation fM and v E a: let 
(n t,v, Ht.‘) denote the corresponding principal series representation. That 
is, Hr3” is the space of all square-integrable functions f: K -+ H, such that 
f(mk) = t(m) f(k) for m E M, k E K, with 
q&M4 = 4ux)‘+“f(k(ux))> XEG,UEK. 
Here g=n(g)a(g)k(g), n(g)EN, a(g)eA, k(g)eK. We often write 
Hc3 ” = H’. If 2 2 1, denote by S,(H5) the associated Gevrey space as 
defined in [GW, Sects. 1, 51. We recall that S,(H’) is a direct limit of 
Frtchet spaces and one has the continuous inclusions 
HfYc H; c S,(HS) c Hs, c He 
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(each space dense in the next) where Hi, Hfo, HL denote the K-finite, 
analytic, and Cm-vectors in HS, respectively. 
Let at,“: H$,’ --t H,, s,,(f)=S(l). If mEM, UEA, HEN then 
kv 0n~,~(rnan)=a”+~~(rn)o8~,~. Fix x a non-trivial character on N. The 
following result will be proved in Appendix 1 (cf. Theorem A.1.8, Lemma 
A.1.9). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 1 < 1~ 312. There exists a weakly holomorphic family 
of continuous linear mappings 
WC<, v): W-Z’) + H, 
with the following properties: 
0) 45, v)(d, v(n) 0) = x(n) w(5, v)(u), n E: N 0 E SAW’) 
(ii) There exists a non-zero holomorphic function Z&v) on a: such that 
uniformly on compacta in v. 
If W(A) = (1, s} is the Weyl group of (G, A) we choose s* EM* (the 
normalizer of A in K) such that Ad(s*),, =s. We write r”*(m) =
t((s*)-‘ms*). Consider the intertwining operator A,.(<, v): Hi + Hz 
given by 
A,45, v)(v)(k) = JN6, ,(q,,O*nk) ~1 h (1.1) 
then this integral converges uniformly in k and on compacta in v contained 
in a,*(O) + [Sch]. It is well known that A,.(& v) can be analytically 
continued to a meromorphic map form a,* into L,,,,(HL, Hz ) [Sch]. 
Furthermore, generically inv, one has for x E G 
A,=(& v) 0 =<, Ax) = Q., s,(x) 0AAt, v) 
AC,*)-,(tS*, sv)o A,.(& v) = /q(v)-’ . Z, 
where p<(v) is the Plancherel density associated to 5. We define 
w,45, v) = w(F*, sv) 0 A,.(& v). 
We note that w,. depends on the choice of s*. In the course of this paper 
there will be several expressions that depend on the choice of s*, we will 
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use s rather than s* in such expressions if the ambiguity is understood or 
irrelevant. 
Theorem 1.1 implies that if 1 d 1~ 3/2 then 
, “ym at- s”--p w,4t, v)(q,,(Z) 0) =t&v, ~,~:,“(~,.(~, VI 0) 
for u E S,(HS). 
We now recall some facts from the theory of the Jacquet Whittaker 
vector. If v E a:(O)’ then it is given by the absolutely convergent integral 
It defines a continuous linear mapping from H& to H, and the map 
v + J, “(v) is holomorphic if v E a:(O)‘. We note that J,, y depends on the 
choice of s*. If we replace s* by ms* with m E M then J, y is replaced by 
<(m) J,, “. Furthermore 
THEOREM 1.2 (see [J, Wa 1, 7.1,7.2]). The map v + J,,, has a holomorphic 
continuation such that 
is continuous for v E a:. The map 
(v, g) I-, J,, v(q. v(g) 0): a: x G + H, 
is of class C” and holomorphic in v. 
By the multiplicity one theorem in [Wa 1 ] there is a functional equation 
J,T sv 0 As45, v) = r’(v) . J,, v (1.3) 
with yt(v) EEnd(H,). We also have 
LEMMA 1.3. Zf v E a,* is generic (see Appendix 1) 
Jg,v=I,(v)-l ~yS”‘(sv)m(~, v)+&(sv)-’ m,.([, v) 
on S,(H{) for 1 < A < 312. 
Proof The proof is identical to that of Lemma 7.5 in [GW]. It relies 
on the fact that, generically, the composition of ro(& v) and m,.(<, v) with 
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the elements of ZZF span the space of Whittaker vectors, on the asymptotic 
properties of lo(<, v) on identity (1.3) (cf. A.1.8, A.1.9, and A.l.lO). 
Remark. When G is locally isomorphic to SL(2, R), SL(2, C), or 
SU(2, l), y’(v) is explicitly computed in [GW, Lemma 7.51. 
We will also need the following result. For a proof in a more general 
setting (i.e., G is any real reductive group) see [Wa 1, Theorem 6.21. Let 
(HF$)’ denote the continuous dual of ZZL. We set 
Wh’((H5,)‘) = (A E (Hf,)’ (A 0 nt, “(n) = x(n) 2 for n E N}. 
THEOREM 1.4. Zf 1 E WhX((Hf,,)‘), there exists SE H,* such that 
I=SoJ,,,. 
2. AUTOMORPHIC FORMS OF IMMODERATE GROWTH 
We retain the notation of Section 1. Let Z be a discrete subgroup of G 
of finite covolume (but not cocompact) satisfying the assumptions in CL, 
Sect. 21. If P = MAN is Z-percuspidal, set Z, = Zn N, r, = Zn P. If P’ is 
a Z-percuspidal parabolic subgroup of G, P’ = kPk-’ for some k E G. If 
r N’ =Zn N’, rh= k-‘T,,k, let S(N, N’) be a complete set of repre- 
sentatives for 
(a) r,,,\Z’/Z,, if P and P’ are not Z-conjugate 
(b) r,,,\r-r,k-‘lT,# if P’=kPk-‘, kET, 
We note that in both cases S(N, N’) k A P = 0, hence the Bruhat lemma 
implies that if 6 E S(N, N’), k E K, then we can write 6k in the form 
6k = n,(dk) m(6k) as,s*n,(6k) 
uniquely with ni(6k) EN (i = 1,2), m(6k) E M, a& E A. Here s* is chosen as 
in Section 1. Fix P= (P,= yiPyl:’ )1 <i< n} a complete set of repre- 
sentatives for the r-conjugacy classes of Z’-percuspidal parabolic subgroups 
of G. We may and will assume that y1 = 1 and yi E K if i> 2. Also, set 
Ni=yiNy;‘, Ai=yiAr,~‘, and Mi=yiMy,yl. If VECI,* then we write 
yiv(H) = v(Ad(y,)-‘H) for HE ai (the Lie algebra of Ai). 
If 1 is a unitary character of N such that x(Z’,,,) = 1 then we write 
1 E (Z’,\N) 1 Fix x E (Z,\N) : x # 1. We use this x for the constructions in
Section 2. If v E a,*, g E G, v E S,(H’)( 1i J < 3/2), and q E HT then we set 
ML V? g, 0) = M5, V)(Q Yk) v) 
ML v, g9 09 ‘1) = vW(5, v9 g, VI). 
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For simplicity ofnotation, whenever some symbols are understood, they 
will be omitted. For instance, we will often write M(v, g) when [ and v are 
fixed. 
LEMMA 2.1. rf v e a,*(p)‘, then C,,cmr,r llM(<, v, yg, v)ll < co with 
convergence uniform on compacta of a:(p)’ x G. 
ProoJ: Theorem 1.1 implies that if w c a:(p)+ is compact and if v E o 
then 
llM(5, v, g, v)ll G C,cl(v) 4g)Rev+p, gEN.A;.K, 
where C, is a constant depending only on o and p a continuous seminorm 
on S,(H’) (1~ ,I < 3/2). The convergence therefore follows from 
Godement’s criterion (see [B, L]). 
Also, if XE U(g), XM(t;, v, g, v) = M(& v, g, Xv) hence XM satisfies a 
similar estimate. Thus 
WL v, g, v) = c WC, v, w, 0) 
defines a P-function on a:(p)’ x G, holomorphic in v. 
Fix, for TE R+, cp E C”(G) a left N-invariant, right K-invariant function 
sothatq1(a)=1ifa~A~,cp(a)=Oifa~A~+,andO~cp~1.Set 
m<, v, g? 0) = cpk) . MC, v, g, v) 
We note that I@(t, v) is defined and C” in the same region as M(& v). 
Indeed, [L, Lemma 2.111 implies that the difference M(v, g) - 6l(v, g) is 
locally a finite sum of left ranslates ofM. (The truncation parameter T will 
be understood except in Section 4 where we often write fiAv, g) for 
mv, g1.J 
Let C E U(g) be the Casimir operator corresponding to B. Let 
A( r, v) denote the eigenvalue of C on H:‘. We recall that A( 5, v) = 
A, + (v, v ) - (p, p ) where 1, is the eigenvalue of C,,,,, the Casimir 
operator of M relative to B on H,. 
We define 
w, v, g, 0) =(C- 4t, v) 4 WL v, g, 0). 
We will next prove certain facts on fi(c, v) and %l(<, v) which will be 
used in the meromorphic continuation of M(<, v). 
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LEMMA 2.2. If vEa,*(p)+, XE U(g), -%%I((, v, g, II) is a bounded C” 
function, holomorphic in v. 
Proof: By Theorem 1.1 if o is a compact subset of a,*(p) + then there 
is a constant C(w) such that if VEO then 
llm V? g, ?)I1 G C(o)f,(g), 
where f,(g) = I&V- cp(yg) .a(~g)“+~. 
The argument in the proof of Lemma A.2.2 implies that in order to 
prove that f,(g) is bounded it is enough to show that the constant terms 
along a complete set of representatives for the r-conjugacy classes of 
r-percuspidal parabolic subgroups of G: Pi = yi Py; ’ with yi E K (1~ i < n), 
y1 = 1 are bounded on corresponding Siegel sets (see below). If i = 1 then 
jrN,NfV(ng) dn = &Jr 
n 
,N cp(yng) a(yng)‘+P dn. 
Write g = n(g) a(g) k(g), n(g) EN, a(g) E A, k(g) E K. If y E r, = Tn MN, 
then assuming that vol(T,\N) = 1 
f r N ,N hw) a(w) 
v+p dn = cp(a(g)) a(g)‘+P. 
Thus, the contribution to (2.1) from r,\l-‘, is lr,\r,( cp(a(g)) a(g)““, 
a bounded function on Yp, a P-Siegel set (i.e., a set of the form L?A:K with 
Q compact in N). On the other hand if S= S(N, N) is a complete set of 
representatives for r,J - T,/T, then 
cp(Jng) a(6w)” +p dn < 1 I a(Cjng)Rev+p dn. 
SES N 
If x E Ps*N then we write x = nl(x) a, m(x) s* nJx). With this notation 
&s, 4%) Rev+pdn= c (~~sa~“‘Y)c(Rev)a(g)~Rev~~ 
a bounded function on 9& if VE a,*(p)’ (here c(v) = fN a(s*n)y+p dn the 
standard c-function). 
580/86/2-14 
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Assume now that i > 2. Then P n Tyi = 0. Setting rt) = y;’ T,yj, we 
have 
Hence 
II I r~,,N fY(nig) dni
a(m(Sy,) s*ny;‘n,(g) a,(g) ki(g))Re”fp dn, (2.2) 
where g = ni( g) a,(g) ki( g) with ni( g) E Ni, a,(g) EAi, ki( g) E K. 
Now the right hand side of (2.2) equals 
c Revtp ah, c(Re v) a,(g)“‘- Rev+p). 
If vEll,*(p)+, this function is bounded on YP,. It follows that fY is 
bounded if VE a!(p)‘, hence so is @I(& v, g, v). 
Finally, if XEg, vEaZ(p)+,gEG, 
The first summand is compactly supported in T\G, while the second is 
bounded, as proved above. The lemma is proved for XE U(g), by the 
obvious iteration of this argument. 
LEMMA 2.3. 6l(& v, g, u) can be analytically continued to a C” function 
on a: x r\G, holomorphic in v. Furthermore supp 6l(v, g) c L?, a compact 
subset of T/G, independent of v. 
Proof Let {Xi} and {Xi} be bases of g such that B(X,, X’) = 6,. Then 
C = x XiXi and 
(C-2(5, vI)(q”)= tccP) M+C tXi(p)tXiM) + (X’V)(XiM). 
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Hence 
supp(C - 45% v) I)(@4 = N‘4 r, T+ 1 K (2.3 1
where A,. s = {aEAIe’~a”~e”},ifO~t~s. 
Thus, by [L, Lemma 2.111, the function 
mv, g) = 1 cc- 4f-L VI O(cpW(S, VP YlTYg, Q) 
Y E r.N\r 
is given locally by a finite sum and defines a C” function in a,* x G, 
holomorphic in v. On the other hand, by (2.3) 
supp m(v, g) = n(NA, T+ , K) 
a compact subset of f\G (here 7~: G + T\G is the canonical projection). 
Since lVi(v, g)= 6l(v, g) if v E a,*(p) +, the lemma is now clear. 
The next task is to show that 6l admits a meromorphic continuation to 
a,*. We first recall some pertinent facts from the theory of Eisenstein series. 
We refer to [L, HC, OW] for a detailed treatment. More material on 
Eisenstein series including precise statements of the theorems can be found 
in Appendix 2. 
Under the right regular representation fG, L*(r\G) decomposes into 
an orthogonal sum 
L*(Z-\G) = L;(Z-\G)@ L,Z(Z-\G), 
where Li(f\G) (resp. Lz(f\G)) decomposes discretely (resp. con- 
tinuously). Denote by Pd and P, respectively the orthogonal projections 
onto Li(T\G) and Lf(T\G). Given y a K-type and H a Hilbert representa- 
tion of G, let H[r] denote the y-isotypic component of H. If C is the 
Casimir element of g, let Li(r\G)[r], be the eigenspace corresponding to 
p and set 
If ~EQ, set Q(y, t)= via,* ln(t, v)~Sp(y)}. As is well known (cf. 
[BG]), Q(JJ, 0 is a subset of a* u ia* without cluster points. 
If cp is a right K-finite smooth function on K, form the Eisenstein series 
E(P9 cp, VT g) = c cp”hc), 
Y E r.w\r 
where cp,(nuk) = a”+p .q(k) for neN, acA, keK. 
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Then E(P, cp, v, g) is holomorphic on a,*(p)’ and it admits a 
meromorphic continuation to a: [L, Chap. 6). If y E k, let cpi, .. . . pD, be an 
orthonormal basis of the y-isotypic component of C”(K) relative to the 
right regular representation. Let ~1 < p2 6 . . . be the eigenvalues of C on 
L’(r\G),[y J and let (tij} be a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunc- 
tions, C$j = ~~ll/i. As above, choose PI, . . . . P, to be a complete set of repre- 
sentatives for the r-conjugacy classes of percuspidal parabolic subgroups of 
G. By the main theorem in [L, Chap. 73, if fc L*(r\G)[y] then 
where mi are constants and fq: ia * + C are measurable functions uch that 
(see Appendix 2). 
If (Q, A*) is a percuspidal pair, o~tio, Ic (a;), set JO,,, o(f)=./‘( I), 
for f c Hz”. Then 
for mczMQ,acAQ,nENQ. We set, forfEH>“, 
that is, E(Q, (T, A): H”, + C4)(r\G, H,). 
Set for rl E H,* 
Then E(Q, O, k, q): H> -+ &(r\G) is a (g, K)-module homomorphism. 
Set 
Then 
E(Q, a,kg, rl,fl= 1 4w)"+Pr](f(b'g))) 
rNp\r 
and this is clearly an Einstein series in the previous sense. 
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Now let keK be such that kPk-‘=Q,kApk-‘=A,. If <c&~, 
v E (a,*), let tk(m) = <(k-‘m k), k. v(H) = v(Ad(k-l)(H)) for m E M,, 
Heae. Let L(k): H, c,v + H$ k’v be given by L(k)f(x) =f(k-‘x). Then 
L(k) is a G-isomorphism and E(Q, ck, k. v, r~)o L(k) is an intertwining 
operator from Hi” to d(T\G). 
If IRe (1, p)I < (Ip112 and pi H,* then E(Q, ok, k& p,f)~L’(r\G) 
where defined (cf. Lemma A.2.1). By Lemma 2.2 if v E a,*(p)’ the integral 
defining 
(@t, v, 0, vh E(Q, ok, f, P, W)f)) 
is absolutely convergent. It is given by 
c cp(4rg))v(m(t, v)(~s,,(rg) ~1)> E(Q, ok, kJ, p)(W) n,,rk)f) & 
which equals 
cp(a(g)h(dt, v)(Q, .(g) ~1)E(Q, ok, kp)(W) xc, dg)f) & 
= I x(n) ap2p c (4 VW, V)(Q h40)) rN\NxAxK 
x E(Q, ak, k& p)(L(k) R,, ~(nau)f) dn da du. 
Now Proposition A.2.5 implies that 
with 6 a meromorphic function of 2 with values in End(H,*) and 
singularities contained in those of E(Q, ek, k. A, p). Hence the inner 
product that we are calculating isgiven by 
a-” da) rl(m(t, v)(q, daub) &%) Jo, r(au)f) dadu. (2.4) 
We fix y ER and assume that UE Hc[y],f~ Ho[y]. Fix vi, . . . . ud (resp. 
fi, . . ..fr) an orthonormal basis of H’[y] (resp. H”[y]). Then 
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Therefore (2.4) is given by 
where cii = SK n,(u) .mi(u) du. 
Furthermore we have, by Lemma A.1.9, 
f45, v)(q, Ja) u) = aYtP f akC’c 5, Y, ktU) 
k=O 
the convergence being absolute and uniform in UE supp(cp) and VEW, a 
compacturn in a,*. On the other hand, by Lemma 1.3 
J,,J=z,(x)-‘y(sx)w(o, X)+Z&X)-‘m(a”, SX)%4s(c.r, X)
where y(v) = y”“(v). Hence (2.4) equals 
+~CpJ-Aa2r.w( f d-A+2p+(k+‘)a I,$(-A)-’ q(cc,,,k(ui)) 
i.i k,!=O 
x GYWL) cc, A, A(~, J)&) 
) 
da. 
Since supp rp = {exp tHo I- co < t 6 T+ 1 } the individual integrals are of 
the form 
6) 
Ttl 
cp(4) e 
r((v + 4ffo) + k + 0 dt 
-cc 
or 
(ii) 
T+l 
cp(a,) e’“’ -J.)(Jfo) + k + 0dt. 
-m 
These are absolutely convergent if Re(v+l)(H,)>O and 
Re(v - A)(H,) >O. Since q(a,) = 1 if t < T we have that (i) and (ii) are 
given respectively b
cp(a,) e’W+Mff~)+k+O dt + e’((~ + A)(&?) + k + 1) dt 
-02 
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or 
(ii) II+i 
T 
&) e’(+“)(H~)+k+j) dt+ e’“’ -ANHo) +k + 0 dt. 
--m 
The integrals over [ 7’, T+ 1 ] are holomorphic in (v, A) E a,* x a,*. The 
second integrals are given explicitly b
exp(T((v + l)Wo) + k + 0) 
(v + A.)(H,) + k + I 
exp(T((v-I)(H,)+k+I) 
(v--)(H,,)+k+I ’ 
We have thus proved 
LEMMA 2.4. Let Q be a percuspidal parabolic subgroup, Fix 
o~&l~,p”~H,*. Then 
has a meromorphic continuation to a: x a: with singularities contained in the 
set 
(a,*D) u {(v, A)1 - (v + A)(H,) E (0, L2, . ..> , 
where D is a closed discrete subset of a,* (consisting of the poles of 
E(Q, 0, A), yos(sx), I,o-l, and AM) - l, A,(% 1)). 
In the following result and u will be held fixed and, for simplicity, these 
symbols will be omitted. There is no loss of generality in assuming that 
u E Hs[y], y a fixed K-type. Given (E, V) a Banach representation fG we 
will denote by V, the space of all C” vectors in V with respect o K. 
THEOREM 2.5. a(v, g, q) and M(v, g, q) can be meromorphically con- 
tinued to a,*. They define C” functions on (a,* - D) x G holomorphic in v (D 
a discrete subset). Furthermore a(v, g, q) has a pole if and only ifM(v, g, q) 
does and in this case the principal parts coincide. Finally, fi(v, g, q) has 
moderate growth, where defined, and lies in LL ‘(T\G) for any ~1> 0 if 
Re v > 0 (resp. in LL(I’\G) if Re v > 0, Im v # 0) and v is not a pole. 
Remark. In the course of the proof we will also analyze the possible 
poles and residues. We will recapitulate he results proved in this direction 
in Theorem 2.6. 
Proof Let a(~, g, v) = fh(v, g, rl) + &(v, g, ~1, where a,(~, g, q), 
&.(v, g, v) lie in L*(r\G), and L*(r\G),, respectively, if via,*+. We 
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first consider &(v, g, q). As usual let {Ii/i lj2 1 } be an orthonormal basis 
of L:(f\G)[y] such that Cyj = pjl(li. By Lemma 2.3 
dj(v)= CRtv3 g3 rl), *j > 
is holomorphic on a,*. Write 
cj(v)= CAtv, g9 VI, *j >9 vEa,*(p)+. 
Since the functions involved lie in the L2-closure of C, which is self 
adjoint, it follows that 
dj(v) = (Pj - n(53 v)) cj(v)5 vEa,*(p)+. 
In particular, cj(v) has a meromorphic continuation to a,*. Iffc C,“(T\G)[y], 
then 
the series converging uniformly on compacta on a,*. Since 
limj _ m /lj= +cO, 
converges uniformly on any compact subset, w, of a,* - Q(r, 5) and defines 
a holomorphic function on a,* - Q(r, <). Also there is a constant c, such 
that if v E o then 
Iw”fid(w~ ?)JHc,IIc”m4% v) Il2llfll2, k > 0. 
Since C- 2C, is elliptic this implies that l’&(v, g, q) lies in L&(T\G) for 
each VE a: - Q(r, 5) and the map v H&(v, g, q) of a: - Q(r, 5) into 
L2(T\G) is weakly holomorphic. This in turn implies that @,(v, g, q) is of 
class C” in (a,* - Q(r, 5)) x G (cf. [OW, pp. 113-1181). 
At this point we have completed the meromorphic continuation of 
l$,(v, g, q). We now study &(v, g, q). In the subsequent argument, for 
simplicity, we identify a,* with C by choosing p as a basis of a,*. 
By the description of Lf(T\G)[y] there exist functions d,(v, A) 
((v,~)~C~R)andc,(v,1)(v,~)~(~~Rev>1}xiRsuchthat 
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In what follows we may and will assume that R(C,) 4pi = Aj4pi. By 
Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and Proposition A.2.3 
dg(v, A)= Jr?, a(~, g, VI E(Pi, qjpi, -2g) dgv 
c,(v, A)= J R(v, g, V) E(Pi, Vjpi, -4 g) & 
J-\G 
(v,J)ECxiR 
ifRev>l,AEiR. 
Furthermore &(v, n) has a meromorph& continuation to C*, 
holomorphic at (v, 1) if A is not a pole of E(P,, v~, -1, g). Similarly, 
Lemma 2.4 implies that cii(v, 2) has a meromorphic continuation to C2. 
Now R(X) 6l(v, g, q) is bounded if Re v > 1 and R(X) E(P,, ‘pi, 2)~ 
L’(Z\G) if Re 1=0, for any XE U(g). Then it is not hard to see, by 
approximating E(P,, ‘pi, -X, g) suitably by a compactly supported 
function, that 
d&J, A) = (Aj - 1, + A2 - 9) cii(v, 1) if Re v > 1, Re 1=0 (2.5) 
hence the equation in (2.5) holds everywhere on C*, as an equality of 
meromorphic functions. 
It is therefore sufficient to analytically continue each term 
We first assume that Aj - 1, = b*, b > 0. 
Then the integrand is clearly holomorphic off the set ‘%? = iR u C-b, b]. 
We move the contour of integration to a path Z, (see Fig. 1) where the 
segment on the imaginary axis joining -ai and ai is substituted by the 
remaining three sides of the rectangle with vertices f ai, E If: ai. Here E is 
chosen so that E(P,, vi, 1) has no poles in the strip (1 IO < Re 1~ E}. If 
Z,(v) denotes the new integral, then Z,(v) is holomorphic off the set 
VE = { vlv* + b* for some 1 E Z,}. Then %‘e can be seen as a perturbation of 
V (WE -+ V as E + 0), the shape being approximately shown in Fig. 2. 
If R, denotes the bounded open set enclosed by WE, then Z,(v) is 
holomorphic on R,. Set 
R,+ = {vER,IRev>O, v#(O, b]}. 
When moving the contour of integration, ifvE R,+ is fixed, the integrand 
has possibly a simple pole at 1= A,, the root of 1*-v* + b* =0 with 
Re 1, > 0. We choose the branch n(v) of Jn which is holomorphic 
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ai 
FIGURE 1 
on C - C-b, b] and maps this set bi-analytically onto C - [ - ib, ib], 
preserving each quadrant. Then on R: , A, = A(v) and we have 
ZJv) = Z,(v) - ni . dij(vs A(v)) 
4v) 
E(Pi3 ‘pi, n(v)). 
Let w be a compact subset of C2. Lemma 2.4 implies that there are only 
a finite number of v such that (v, A(v)) Ew, v + A(v) 4: (l/q) Z with q = p(H,) 
and (v, A(v)) is a pole of cii. On the other hand, if q(l(v)+ v)=m~Z, 
d t 
FIGURE 2 
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then v = f(m2 + b2q2)/2mq(m # 0). Therefore, v + cO(v, J(v)) (resp. 
v + cii( -v, n(v))) is holomorphic on R: off a finite set. Hence by (2.5), 
d,(v, n(v)) = d,( -v, n(v)) z 0 on R,+. Thus 
for v E R: and Ii, j(v) has a holomorphic continuation to (v 1 Re v > 0} u R,. 
Since the constant a in the definition fZ, can be made arbitrarily arge, 
this yields a holomorphic continuation to an open set containing the 
imaginary axis. Similarly, ifVE - R,+ 
lo(v) = Z,(v) + ni di(v~~~O) E(Pi, Cpjy -/l(V)) = Z,(V) 
since d,(v, -n(v))=d,(v, A( -v)) =0 if VE -R:. Since ZJv) is holo- 
morphic on the left half-plane this says that IQ(v) has a holomorphic 
continuation to all of C. 
The case when 1, < 1, is analogous. Set Jj - 1, = -b2, b > 0. Then Zii(v) 
is holomorphic off % ’ = { ti( ItI > b}. If we deform the contour of integra- 
tion to a path Z, as before we get an integral Z,(v), holomorphic off the set 
% : = (v/v2 = j/2 - b2 for some 1 E ZE}. As above, $7: is a perturbation of $7 ’ 
if E is small; it consists of the half-lines { f tilt 2 u} and two simple closed 
curves shown in Fig. 3. 
If R: denotes either of the bounded regions enclosed by these curves, 
then Z,(v) is holomorphic on RL and we have 
d(v, 4,) ZJv) = Z,(v) - ni 7 E(P,, fpj, 1:) 
Y 
for v E R: - { ti ( 1 t/a b}, where & denotes the only solution to 2’ = v2 + b2 
such that Re 1: > 0. Let I(v) be the branch of (v2 + b2)‘12 holomorphic off 
{ ti I 1 tl > b} with range the right half plane. Then 1: =x(v) for 
v E R: - { ti I I tl > b}. An argument analogous to the above using Lemma 
2.4 and (2.5) shows that d(v, x(v)) =0 on this set; hence ZJv) =ZE(v). By 
letting a be arbitrarily arge we see that Z0 can be extended to a 
holomorphic function on C. 
Assume now that 1, = Jj. Then ZJv) is holomorphic off the imaginary 
axis. If Z, is as usual then the integral over Z’,, Ii, j, E(~), is holomorphic off 
the set 
(see Fig. 4). 
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FIGURE 3 
FIGURE 4 
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If R: denotes the open rectangle nclosed by we”, then 
0) ,ga Zij(V) = C zi,j,e(V) 
I c a1 = a< 
-$( C d,(v,v)E(Pi,cpj,v)), if Rev>O. 
a, =at 
This gives a meromorphic continuation of &j=ic ZJv) to 
(vJRev> --E}. On the other hand, if -a<Rev<O 
,gA zi,j(v)=~~~~zi,j,.(v)+~( 
I i I 
2 dij(v9 -V)E(Pi9(pi~ -vJ)* 
a,=“< 
Thus, the function 
c d,(v, -v) E(P,, 4pi, -v) 
a,=+ > 
is meromorphic on the left half-plane and coincides with the meromorphic 
extension given by the right-hand side of (i) on (v[ --EC Re v <Oj. 
This yields a meromorphic extension of CkjSLe Ii, j(v) to C, which is 
holomorphic on the closed right half-plane xcept for a possible simple 
pole at v = 0. 
We thus conclude that &(v, g, q) has a meromorphic continuation to C. 
It is holomorphic on the closed right half-plane except for at most a simple 
pole at v = 0. On the other hand %i,(v, g, q) is of class C” in (v, g) where 
defined [OW, pp. 113-1181). 
We next show tht fi(v, g, q) has moderate growth. We have already 
observed that fi,(v, g, q)eL&(Z\G) if VE C - Q(r, r). To study 
&(v, g, v), we will estimate the functions ZJv, g) defined above. Assume 
first hat Lj # 1,. Then, if D is a compact subset of C = iR if Izi < 2, or of 
C - (iR u C-b, b]) if li > A,, then is a constant C, such that 
for any v E D, ;1 EiR. Thus 
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lies in Lz(Z\G), uniformly for v E D. On the other hand, if C is the 
Casimir element of G, since C%l(v, g, q) E Cp(Z\G) it follows that 
CkZJv, g) EL~(Z\G), for v E D, kEN. This in turn implies that 
XZV(v, g) E L2(Z\G) for any XE U(g). That is, ZJv, g) E LL(Z\G), if v E D. 
Assume now that VIE iR. In the notation above, we have that 
ZJv, g) = Zi,j, E(~, g) where Ii,,, Jv, g) is the integral over Z,. 
We will assume that the constant a in Z, is chosen so that a > Iv0 I. Let 
D be a closed disc centered at v0 with radius 6 = min(s/2, (a - jv0j/2). The 
integral over Z, can be split into an integral over (ti 1 ItI 2 a} and an 
integral over a path yE bordering three sides of a rectangle in the right half- 
plane. The first of these is shown to be in LL(Z\G) uniformly for v E D, by 
arguing exactly as in the case when D n iR = @. Fix Y a Siegel set 
associated with a percuspidal parabolic Q. The integal over yE is estimated 
in absolute value for v E D by 
Const. ldi/b> n)l 
,,;;:E, I~2-v2*b21 atg) 
1 f.9 
for any g E Y, by Lemma A.2.2. This says in particular that this integral is 
uniformly in L2- “(T\G) for v E D, for any c1> 2s/( 1+ E). Applying Ck as 
above we conclude that Ii, j, E(v, g) lies in Lk ‘(Z\G) and by letting E+ 0 
we obtain that if v0 is on the imaginary axis, then Zi,j(vO, g) lies in 
LLa(r\G) for any a > 0. The case when v,, E [ - 6, b] is essentially the 
same and is left o the reader. Summing up, if Aj # Ae, Z,(v, g) E Lka(T\G) 
for any a > 0, for all v E C. 
We next study !Pi(v, g)= &=ic Zii(v, g). As above one has that 
!Pi(v, g)E LL(T\G) uniformly for v E o, any compacturn in the open right 
half-plane. Itfollows from the proof of the meromorphic continuation that 
if v,,~iR- {0}, we must estimate if jv-vOI < 6 (6 =min(s/2, lv,l/2, 
(Ivol -a)P)) 
The first sum is shown to be in Lca(r\G) by the same argument as in 
the case when b # 0, if a > 2s/(l+ E). The second summand can be 
estimated in absolute value (with all derivatives) by C, . a( g)’ +‘, for v E D 
by Lemma A.2.2. Hence we conclude that Yi(v, g) E Lz “(T\G) for any 
a > 0 if Re v 2 0, v # 0. Therefore the same holds for fi(v, g, q). 
If Re v < 0 the function to be estimated is given by 
C 
2, =I.< 
Z,(V, g)- F ( JA dgtv, “1 E(Pi, ‘p/-y VY 9)) . 
: 
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The first sum is holomorphic if Re v <O and lies in LL(r\G) by the 
usual argument, while the second has moderate growth where defined. This 
completes the proof since any SE LP,(T\G) has moderate growth if 
l<piCiL 
We next study the principal parts of %l(v, g, q) at its poles. Assume first 
that v0 # 0 is a pole and Re v,, > 0. Then we have seen that i$(v, g, q) is 
holomorphic at vO, v0 is a simple pole of l$,(v, g, r), and v0 E Q(y, 5). If 
A(<, vO) = p, then set 
a finite sum. Iffe C,“(T\G)[y], for any k 2 0, kE Z, 
I mfi,(v? g> VI - ~,(V~ g, rl))J)l 
uniformly for v E 0, a compact neighborhood of vO. Therefore 
lim (v - vo) CWf,(v, g, v) - fi,(v, g, rt)) = 0 Y - “0 
in L’(T\G), for each ka0, hence in LL(r\G) since C-2Ck is elliptic. 
Now Sobolev’s inequalities imply that 
(v - vomf(v, g, rl) - @hJ, g, VI) z 0 
locally uniformly in G (cf. [Tr, Theorem 24.21). 
(v - vO) R,(v, g, 11) + 0 pointwise, as v i vo. So 
Res fi(v, g, rl) = F+y, (v - vo) $Av, g, v) = - c die $j(g) Y = vg p,/=p 2vo 
since p - A(& v) = vi-v’. Hence, the residue at v. yields a square- 
integrable automorphic form. 
If vo=O is a pole then it is at most a double pole. It is a double pole if 
and only if d,(O) # 0 for some j such that ,uj = A((, 0). In this case 
lim v’R(v, g, q) 
v-0 
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yields a non-zero square integrable automorphic form. If u,, = 0 is a simple 
pole, then 
Consider now M(v, g, n). We have, if v E a:(p)+, 
Wv~m)-fi(w~v)= 1 (l-cp(yg))Wv>yg,rl) 
rfa- 
and the right-hand side is given locally by a finite sum, hence it is 
everywhere holomorphic. It thus follows that M(v, g, q) has a meromorphic 
continuation to a,* , with the same poles as fi(v, g, q) and the same 
principal part at each particular pole. 
We have thus proved: 
THEOREM 2.6. Zf v. is a pole of M(v, g, q), Re v. 2 0, and v. # 0 then 
v. E Q(y, <), v. is a simple pole and Res, = yg M(v, g, n) is a square integrable 
automorphic form. Zf v. = 0 is a pole of M(v, g, r~) then it is at most a double 
pole and lim,,, v2M(v, g, n) is a square integrable automorphic form. Zf it 
is a simple pole then 
F:i M(v, g, v) + ni i E Pi, 1 dg(O, 0) CpjT 0, g 
i= I ( A.,=+ > 
is a square integrable automorphic form. Zf v. is a pole and Re v. < 0, then 
Res 
Y = “0 
WV, g, VI+ T C C dg(v, V) E(P,, Vjv v)) 
i ,t,=nt 
is a square-integrable automorphic form. 
Remark. In the spherical case we shall see that if M(v, g, r~) has a pole 
at v = 0, it is a double pole. We will also give (in Section 4) an example for 
G = SL(2, R) where we get at most a simple pole at v = 0. 
Before we state the next result we recall some notation. Let P’ = kPk-’ 
be a Z-percuspidal parabolic subgroup. Assume that k E Z (resp. k E K) if 
P’ is (resp. is not) Z-conjugate to P. Ifs* is a representative for s, the non- 
trivial e ement of W(G, A), if A’ = kAk- ’ and ifs’ is the non-trivial e ement 
of W(G, A’) then we choose (s’)* = ks* k-l. If c is an irreducible unitary 
representation of M, v E (a:),, then we define L(k): Ht. ” + H”* kv by 
L(k) f (x) =f (k-lx). Also, let S(N, N’) be as defined at the beginning of 
this section. With this notation in place we can state 
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&OWS~ION 2.7. Zf x E (T,\N) -- { 1 }, x’ E (TW\N’) A then there exist 
meromorphic functions, D:.(P’, P, l, v) with values in End(H,$ such that as 
operators on S,(H’), 1 < 1-c 312, we have 
(i) [rw,N, Mr(5, v) q, An’) dn’ 
= D;(p’, P, l, v) ~<wY, -kv 0 A(,#, kv) 0 L(k). 
(ii) Ifx’# 1 then 
J J-,v\N x’(n’) -’ MX([, v) R,=, .(n’) dn’ = D,X,(P’, P, 5, v) J& k. 0 L(k) 
Here epf, p is 1 if P and P’ are r-conjugate and is 0 otherwise. Also J$, kv is 
defined using (s’)*. 
W”, (t”‘)k, kv)ntk, /w(n) dn
+D:(P, P’, (r”*)k,kv)SCa.,_,~A,r(5, v)oL(k--l). 
(iv) Zf x # 1 then 
I x(n)-‘E(P’, (t”*)k, kv) ntk, dn) dn J-,v\N 
= D;(P, P’, (l”*)$ kv) Jfy L(k-‘). 
(v) Zf vEa,*(p)+ then 
and 
DW’, P, 5, v) =Z&v) c xh(6k)) t(m(dk)) a&+” 
6-z S(N, N’) 
Z&V) D;(P, P’, (t”*)k, kv) = D:(P’, P, <“‘, V)* <((s*)‘)*. 
Here, if A E End(Ht) then A* denotes the adjoint of A. 
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Note. (s*)‘EM. One can choose s* so that (s*)* is in the center of h4 
and if G is linear, of order 2. With this choice c((s*)*)* is a scalar which 
is 5 1 if G is linear. 
Remark. We note that in the course of the proof we will derive explicit 
formulas for the Di.(P’, P, r, v) (see Section 4 for the case of SL(2, R)). 
ProoJ If VE a,*(p)‘, vE Hi, rh= k-‘T,,k, and if x’# 1 then the 
integral that we are computing in (ii) applied to v is given by 
I r~,N Wkbp’ c mx(L v)(~t,v(yknk-l) 0) dn. > (2.6)YErN\r 
We first consider the terms in (2.6) that correspond to elements of 
I’,k-’ (if there are such terms then P and P’ must be r-conjugate). Ifwe 
use the identities 
and 
ML VI o “5, “(PI = L(P) mXP(4, VI, PEP 
dx’)“K v)o~ W’) = mX’(Sk, kv)oW), 
then the sum of these terms is given by 
c 4x’,‘. xy t(m(y)) x(n(r)) mx’(SkT kvW(k) VI. (2.7) 
YE fN\TP 
We next calculate the contribution to 2.6 of the rest of the terms (allow- 
ing x’ = 1). These terms yield (S = S(N, N’)) 
& Jrk,N ~ Z (x’)“W ’ t#(<, v)(q, ,(baknk-‘) v) dn 
=&IN WkW ’ arX(i, v)(TT<, ,(Jknk-I) v) dn 
= 6;s X(nl(sk))(X’)k(n2(sk)) 
x N (X’)k(n)-’ mX(& v)(ne, ,(m(6k) a&* nk-‘) u) dn. (2.8) 
We now compute for x1 E fi, m E MA, w E Hi, 
s Nxl(nlpL a~~(&v)(q,(ms*n) w) dn. (2.9  
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In the notation of Appendix 1 and using the results therein one has 
with a,(v) holomorphic on a,*. Thus (2.9) is given by 
= t”(m) c a,(v) jN Xl W’&, “(q(s*) 
IEN” 
x nt, “(Ad(ms*)-’ Y(Z)T) rrr, “(n) w) dn 
= <v(m) c a,(v) dxAAd(ms*)-’ YW  
IEN” 
x 
s 
XI@-’ ~~,~(q(s*) q, dn) w) dn 
N 
by the obvious integration by parts. We note that the above interchange of 
summation and integration is justified by the results in Appendix 1. We 
should not forget hat al(v) also depends on x. We set 
z(xl, x, m, v) = C al(v) dx1(A4ms*)-’ YWT). 
IEN” 
Then we have shown that 
I N xl(n)-’ ~nx(t9 v)(q, dms*n) w) dn 
= L(m) T(x~, x, m, v) 
i 
b: S”(AP(5, VI WI> if x,=1 Jx, (w) (2.10) 
c,v ’ if xi # 1. 
In light of these observations, itfollows that (2.8) is equal to 
& x(nl(sk))(x’)k(nz(sk)) t(m(dk)) a:,? r((x’)ky x9 m(sk) %k? v) 
’ J$, kv (L(k) 0) (2.11) 
if I’# 1. If x’= 1 then ~(1, ., ., .)=Z((v) so (2.8) becomes 
Z&v) c x(nl(dk)) W(dk)) ~1:~ 6 (p-p, -kv (A&tkv kv) L(k) 0). (2.12) 6E.s 
We note that this formula implies the first assertion of (v). 
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On the other hand Theorem 2.5 and Theorem A.l.10 imply that 
s 
x’(n’)-’ MX(t, v) n5, Jn’) dn’ 
T,w\N’ 
= a:.(& v) J$, k” qk)+b;#(~,v)mf(~k,kv)~L(k) 
with a;.(<, v) and 6:,(<, v) meromorphic functions in v with values in 
End(H,). Thus (ii) follows by analytic ontinuation. 
If x’ = 1, v E a,*(p)’ and if x # 1 then (2.7) equals 0. Thus (as in (2.8)) 
I Tw\N’ Mr(<, v) q, An’) dn’ = & jN ~~(5, v)(q, v(bknk-‘) 0) da 
Thus if we use (2.10) and argue as in the proof of (ii), (i) follows; (iii) 
and (iv) are proved by arguments completely analogous (but simpler) 
which we leave to the reader. In the course of this argument one would find 
that 
D#‘, P’, (t”‘lk, kv) 
= 1 Xk-‘(n;(sk-‘) <k(m’(sk-l))(a;k-,)k’“+p), 
d E SW’. N)
where n:(g), m’(g), a; have the same meaning relative tothe Bruhat decom- 
position of G using P’ and (s’)* as n,(g), m(g) and ug have relative to P 
and s*. Now it is clear that we can choose S(N’, N)= (6-l 16 E S(N, N’)}. 
Furthermore, 
6-1k-1=k(6k)-1k-1=k(n,(bk)u,km(6k)s*n,(6k))-1k-‘. (*) 
We set (s*)~=zcM. Then (*) implies that Xk-‘(n;(G-‘k-‘))=X(nl(Gk))-‘, 
(&lk-1) k(v+p) = (kadkk-l)k(“+p) = (usk)“+P and ck(m’(d-‘k-l)) = 
t”*(m(&-‘) t(z)-’ = (t”‘(m(6k))* t(z)*). We therefore have 
D;(P, P’, (r”)k, kv)= 1 X(n,(q(Gk))-’ ~“‘(m(6k))*u~~P l(z)*. 
6ES(N,N’) 
In light of (2.12), (v) now follows. 
We now use the above result o prove a functional equation for the 
M-series. We choose s* such that (s*)* is central in M. For the next result 
we assume that if 5 # 1 or G # X.(2, R) then r is neat. 
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THEOREM 2.8. M(& v) satisfies the functional equation 
Zt(v)-’ f’(-v)M(& v)+Z,,*(-v)-‘M(l”‘, -v)oA,.(& v) 
5((s*)2) E(pi, 5”3 YivJo L(Yi)2 (2.13) 
where 8= {Pi=yiPy;‘Il <i<n} is as usual, y’(v) is as in Lemma 1.3, 
p&v) is the Plancherel density associated to 5, and D(P,, 5, v) is given by 
ifvEa,*(p)+. 
Remark. We will rewrite this functional equation in more explicit terms 
in the case when G = SL(2, R) in Section 4. The functional equation was 
proved for G = SL(2, R) and the trivial K-type by Neunhoffer (cf. [Ne]; 
see also [Ni, Gd]). If r is a congruence subgroup, the coefficients 
D(Pi, 5, v) involve classical K oosterman sums. 
ProoJ: Let gEG, vEHi” then the left-hand side of (2.13) equals 
zs.(v)-1yq-v)fi(~,v)+zs”‘(-v)-11t4(~s*, -v)oA,*(&v) 
+ & (1 - cpbg)) J,, “(XL Y(X) 0) 
N 
by Lemma 1.3. Set 
t4g) = c (1 - vP(l%)) J, A% “(X) 0). 
J-.W\r 
If Y is a Siegel set associated to P and n: G + T\G is the canonical pro- 
jection, then supp II/ n T\G - ~(9’) is compact, by reduction theory. Let 
to E R be sufliciently large so that a(g)” > t, implies a(yg)’ < 1 if y E r- r,. 
If aEAz 
$(a) = 1 Jt,W) 0) 
fN\rP 
has exponential decay as a +p co. Since a((, v, g, v) has moderate growth, 
it follows that the left-hand side of (2.13) is an automorphic form, where 
defined. We next compute its constant terms. 
Let P’ be one of the Pi. We write (as usual) P’ = kPk-’ and similarly for 
N’, A’, M’. Write rN,=Tn N’ and rh= k-‘T,,k. Proposition 2.7 (i) 
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implies that the P-constant term of the left hand side of (2.13) is given by 
((s’)* = 24) 
Y~“‘(-V)ozg(V)~1D:(P~,P,5,V)o8(Ck)”,-k”~Au(5~,kV)oL(k) 
+Z&v)-‘Q(P’, P, <y-v) 0 6~(51’jkyk” 0 A,((r”‘)k,-kv)oL(k)oA,r(r, v) 
=z+zz. 
Now, (c?*)~ = (tk)” and L(k)oA,.(S, v) = A,(rk, kv)oL(k). One has 
A,((p)“, -kv)%4,(tk, kv)=pp(kv)-1 L(l2). 
Also pLck(kv) = p&v) and L(u*) L(k) = L(kz) (z = (s*)*). So 
zz= (Zp( -v) p&q-’ Df(P’, P, y, -v) r(z) 85k,k”OL(k). 
If we use the formula in Proposition 2.7 (v) we have 
zz=P&-lw’, 5, v) t(z) 6,~,,“OW). 
Let a’ E A’,fe Hi”. Then 
Z(q, “(Of) 
= (a’)- k”+kpyq-v) z&v qw, p, r, v) Q)“, -&,(5k, kv) Uk)f) 
and 
Now the coefficient of (a’)k(Y+p) in the P-constant term of 
E(P’, rk, k .v, ., L(k)f) is lr,.\r,. lp’ where p’ is the projection onto the 
r,.\r,.-invariants in H, under the action tk. Proposition 2.7 (v) combined 
with the above now implies that if 
D(P’, gs’, -v) 
p<(v) ,rN’\rP,, 5(z) E(P’Y tk, kv, g, W)f) 
is subtracted from the left-hand side in (2.13), the P’-constant erm will 
involve only (u’)-‘.“+~.~, hence the resulting automorphic form will be 
square-integrable on YF (a P’-Siegel set). If Q is a r-percuspidal parabolic 
subgroup not r equivalent o P’, then E(P’, ck, kv, g, L(k)f) is square 
integrable on any Siegel set associated with Q. It is therefore clear that if 
the right-hand side of (2.13) is subtracted from the left-hand side, the 
resulting family of automorphic forms will consist of square integrable 
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functions for v E U, a non-empty open subset of a,*(p)‘. Since for 
each v the function is an eigenfunction of C with eigenvalue A(& v) = 
A, + (v v) - (p, p) and C has real eigenvalues in L*(r\G), this difference 
must be identically zero for v E U, hence for all v, by analytic ontinuation. 
3. COMPLETENESS RESULTS 
The purpose of this section is to study, in detail, the residues of the series 
M(v). We first introduce some notation and recall some facts necessary to 
state our results. Ifu E G, 7 E Z, t E fi set 
[z: o] =dim HomK(H,, H,), [t: 73 = dim Hom,(H<, H,), 
where HmEw, H,Ez, Hgcz5. If le&f set 
We note that any irreducible (g, K)-subquotient of Hi ” contains a K-type 
in Fc (see [VI). Choose s* such that (.Y*)*E Z(M). If 5 ~fi, 7~2 let L: 
He* [r] + He[y] be given by Lcp(k) = cp((s*)-’ k); L is a unitary equiv- 
alence and if y E &, then, on H”‘[y], 
4*t4S*, VI = a, 5, VI L, 
where a(?, 5, v) is a meromorphic function on a,*. If YE& set 
rty, ti v) = Wo) Is(v) 4~ 5, 0 
Then Z(y, {), the zero set of r(y, 5, z), is a countable discrete subset of R 
with -cc as its only cluster point. Define now G, c G by the following 
property: o E G, if given VE o and T: HAS9 + V,, a (g, Q-module 
surjection with Re y 2 0, then for any y E K< with [y: o] f0 one has 
r(y, L p) = 0. 
We note that 6, contains the discrete series and it does not contain any 
unitary principal series representation, except perhaps one of the form 
(nc, 0, H’v’), since the intertwining operator is invertible for v E iR - (0). 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) {o~&[l:~]#O} is empty. 
(b) Forfixed yak, the set {o~(?,([y:w] #O} isfinite. 
Proof The proof of (a) is included in that of Corollary 3.4. Now, for 
fixed y there are only finitely many discrete series classes with [r: o] # 0. 
If w E G and o is not a discrete series, w is (g, K)-isomorphic to a quotient 
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of Ht. p for some 5 E fi, p E C with Re p 2 0. Therefore (b) follows from the 
fact that if <Ei@ and [It: y] #O, 
{v ) Re v 2 0 and det A,.(<, v),~~.~~~, = 0} 
is finite. 
Assume now that ~EL:(T\G),,S#O and let V,= U(g) span(Kf), a 
finitely generated (9, K)-submodule of Li(T\G),. If x E (T,\N) - (see 
Section 2) let as usual fP, x denote the (P, X)-Fourier coefficient off, that is, 
We now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) I Let fe Li(T\G), be such _that V, is the underlying 
(g, K)-module of o E G - G,. Thus there exist r E M, u E C with Re p > 0 and 
y E Kc such that Vf is isomorphic to a quotient of Hz*,“, [y: o] # 0 and 
r(y, r, u) # 0. Let x E (T,\N) ? x # 1. Then, iffp, x # 0, there exist u E H<“, F, 
n E Hr such that vMX(<, v, v, n) has a simple pole at v = u and if 
h = Res vMr(<, v, g, v, ‘1) 
v=p 
then (h,f)#O. 
(ii) Conversely, if Re p 2 0 and vMY(<, v, g, u, q) has a pole at v = u 
(necessarily a simple pole) then h = Res,=, MX(& v, g, v, n) generates an 
irreducible (g, K)-module which is the underlying (g, K)-module of an element 
in G-G,. Furthermore, ifv~ H’“‘9”[y] with y EL&, then O$Z(y, <). 
Remark 3.3. Lemma 3.1(a) implies that (i) in Theorem 3.2 holds for 
any spherical w E G. Furthermore, if v = 0 is a pole of MX( 1, v, g, u) then it 
is a double pole. It will be seen in Section 4 that if G = SL(2, R) and 
5 = sgn then v = 0 is at most a simple pole of MX( 1, v, g, u). Also, it will be 
shown that if f is any Fuchsian group, then one obtains a complete system 
for the nonconstant functions in L*(T\G), by taking the set consisting of 
the residues of vMX(e, v, g, u, q) at the poles p (Re p > 0), with I# 1 
together with certain special values. 
If whenever V, is an irreducible quotient of HE”‘, @, Re p < 0, that is, V, 
is the underlying (g, K)-module of a discrete series representation then a 
statement analogous to (i), but somewhat weaker, holds. We will consider 
this and other related questions in a future paper. 
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Proof (of Theorem 3.2). Since v + Res,=, rMX(<, v, e, v, q) is a (9, K)- 
module homomorphism and V/is irreducible, to show (i) we may assume 
that fEL:(T\G)[y] and y E K,, Vr is a quotient of H$” (with quotient 
(9, Qhomomorphism T) for some ,u. If V,- is not tempered then we may 
choose ,U with Re ,U > 0. 
Therefore if Re v > 0, Im v # 0 then the inner product 
is defined (see Theorem 2.5). 
Since v + fi(g, v, g, v, A) is a K-module homomorphism on Hi’, (3.1) 
can be written 
I I fit& v, g, ku, A) T(kv)(g) dk 4% I-\GfK K 
where dg is canonically defined. Fix (ei 11 < i < r} an orthonormal basis of 
H’[y] SO that {ei(l)l 16 i,< s} is an orthonormal basis of H, and ei( 1) = 0, 
for i > s. Set 
ci = R(t, VP g, ei, 2) 
dj= T(L-‘(ej))(g). 
Then, by the orthogonality relations, 
s a(& v, g, ku, A). WV)(g) dk K 
= (ku, ei)(kv, L-l e,> dk Ci.dj 
=gy&.L&) (d( y ) = dimension of y ). 
I 
If the measures on T,,,\G/K, N\G/K are chosen consistently, (3.1) thus 
equals 
and if Re v > 1, this in turn is given by 
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cP(g) Wt, V, g, ei, 1) TW’(eJKg) dt? 
=---- dg) 
X VL-‘(ei)(ng)) x(n) dn dg. 
-> 
Lemma A.2.4 implies that there exists qE H$ such that 
s 
~N\N 
T(u)(w) x(n) d  =W$,,(qs, Ag) ~11for UEH$~. 
Hence, if Re v > 1 then (3.1) equals 
which we may write as 
(u, Lo) 
d(r)(v* - P2)llPl12 I 
da) WV, P)(U) da, (3.2) A 
where 
-C upP(4NS, V)(nt, .(U) ei))) Up’ Crl(Jp,fi(np,fi(a) L-‘(e,))) 
(here, as usual, C denotes the Casimir element of G corresponding to B 
and Ho E a is so that a(H,) = 1). 
Now if XEn, U~f,ucA,x,y~G one has 
=I 4m(L VMnr, .(X1 ej))( - u) ?(Jp,p(~p,p(Y) L-'(ej)))- (3.3) 
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We check the second identity. The left-hand side equals 
$I,=, c c Mw u) ei3 ej> 4Nk VI n<, AX) ej) rl(Jp,fi(~p,JY) L-‘(ei))) 
1 J 
=$I _ c 445, V) ny, AX) ej) 
I-O J 
X 1(Jp, j(np,p(Y)) 1 (4exp tu) ei, ej) L-’ ei) 
=C 4dL V)(nt, JX) ej)) * ( - u) -?(Jp, fl(ny, p(Y) L-'(ej))). 
We write C= C,,,, -C (X,&Y, + 0X,X,) + Hi where {Xi> is a basis of n 
consisting of eigenvectors of ad(a) such that B(X,, OX,) = -6i,j. If Vi = 
Xi+BXiand D=CM-~CXiUi+2CX,? then C=D+Hi-2p(Ho).Ho. 
By (3.3) the terms involving D cancel, hence if Re v > 1, 
WV, P)(Q) = a-*’ c (Hi -MHd HoI 4dL V)(Q Aa) eJ) 
x (Hii - 2dH0) HoI dJts, p(qr, ,(a) L- ‘(e,))). 
Thus if we integrate the above expression by parts, we find that (3.2) is 
given by 
Z(v, PI = <u, Lv) s 4YNPl12(V2-P2) AHoda) NV, P)(U) & 
where 
-C uwPi(w(S, v)(~c. Au) ei)) Ho. (a-” a(Jp, JK~~, Ju) L-‘(e,)))). 
I 
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We observe that I(v, p) is meromorphic in C2, since tj(v, p)(a) is 
holomorphic and H,cp is compactly supported. We thus have 
lim (v’ - p2) Z(v, p) = (u, Lv) I 4rh4I’ A 
H&a). lim $tv, p)(a) da. 
v-9 Y-P 
Since H,,e(v, v)(a) = 0 for all a E A, r(l(v, v)(a) = K(v), a holomorphic 
function of v, independent of a. To determine K(v) we assume that Re v > 1 
and let a -*p - 00. The asymptotic assertions of Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 
1.3 imply that 
as t-+ -co. 
One thus checks, using this asymptotic information, that 
K(V) = 2v(H,) Z<(V) .C (6e,Jei)) 1(6,, --v A,(l”, v, L-‘(ei)). 
Now A,({“, V)(L-’ ei) = ~(7, 5, ?) .e, and, by the choice of {e,}, 
C 46,, -4ei)) ?(a(<, -c) ei) = (4 rlh 
where ( , ) is the dual inner product on Nr. Thus 
K(v) = NJ, 5, v). (4 v). 
Hence, if UEA, 
We thus conclude 
We note that the argument above shows that r(y, 5, v) is holomorphic 
everywhere, since J/(v, p) is holomorphic on C2. 
We now apply formula (3.4). If Re p >, 0, p # 0, f has a non-zero (P, x)- 
Fourier coefficient ( hat is, 9 #0) and p# Z(y, 5) then, if u = Lu, 2 = q, 
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the right-hand side of (3.4) is non-zero. This clearly implies that 
%lX(& v, +, Lo, q) has a simple pole at v = ,v. Furthermore, by Theorem 2.6, 
(Res li@( r, v, sT Lv, vhf > = <Res @Xl, v, ., Lv, vhf > v=fl “=/I 
= lim (V-P) <fi;1(5, v ., Lo, rl),f) 
“-+P 
(since (v - Y) fiid(C, v)-+ f-:; @.4t, ~1 in II II21 
= lim (V-P) OWL v, +, Lu, rl),f) #O by (3.4). 
“-+P 
If p = 0 4 Z(y, 5) an argument entirely analogous to the above shows that 
(lim v2W5, h ., L(v), a),f> = lim v2(RX(5, v, ., L(u), q),f> ZO, 
v-0 v-0 
in particular, AX(~, v, ., L(u), q) has a double pole at v = 0. This concludes 
the proof of (i) in the theorem. 
Most of (ii) is contained in Theorem 2.6. The facts that h,, x # 0 and 
p 4 Z(y, r) follow by applying the argument in the proof of (i) tof= h. For 
example if Re ,u 2 0, ,U # 0 
h= lim (v-p)M([, v,g, U, v)= lim (v-p)l&([, v,g, u, v), 
V-P Y-+P 
(in II l12). 
Thus 
hence h,, x # 0 (c # 0) and ,D $Z(y, <). The case p = 0 is proved similarly. 
Finally the first statement in (ii) is not hard to verify in light of the 
Langlands quotient theorem and the fact that, under the given condition, 
the principal series H’* ’ is irreducible (cf. [KS]). 
We next analyze the spherical case. Assume that USE H’ is a non-zero 
K-fixed vector. Then M(v, g) = M( 1, v, g, vo) is scalar valued. Set 
~={~(Ea,*l(~,C1)-(P.P)ESp(l)} 
(that is, PLE~$ if and only if L~(T\G/K),,,,_,,,,,#O) 
W=span{ResMX(v,g)l~uE,~~(fN\N)-} 
v = p 
+span{hmo v2MX(v, g)}. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. If f is a K-invariant square integrable automorphic form 
which is orthogonal to C@, then fp, x s 0 for any x E (T,\N) : x # 1. 
Remark. In particular if N is abelian (i.e., G is locally isomorphic to 
SO(n, l), if G is simple) then 
C . 1 + &, = L;(T\G)[ 11, 
that is, C . 1 + 9I$ = L:(T\G/K). When n = 2 this result is due to Neun- 
hiiffer [Ne]. 
ProoJ: It suffices to consider (~1 Re ~20) since the irreducible 
unitarizable (g, K)-modules which are not quotients of HF for Re v > 0, 
correspond to the discrete series, which have no K-fixed vector. By 
unitarity we need only look at p E [O, 1 ] u iR. Set 
r(v)=r(l, 1, v)=~(H~)Z,(v)a(l, 1, V). 
If p E iR - (01, the intertwining operator is invertible and the Verma 
module M( 1, p) is irreducible, hence r(p) # 0 for such p. 
Assume that 0 <p < 1. Again the intertwining operator is invertible. On 
the other hand, a zero of Ii(v) is a zero of 
(31, -v,j,Y)= -ll~,I12+ll~y+~,l12+2j(~,a>+j211al12 (3.5) 
for some Jo N. Since /1, is dominant (3.5) is clearly positive if Re v > 0. 
Therefore r(v) # 0 if 0 < v < 1. 
Ifv=l,thenfisconstantandf,,=OifX#l. 
Finally, 1i(O)#O and va(1, 1, ~),vzO#O since a(1, 1, V) has a simple pole 
at v = 0. 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, if f E Li(T\G) is such that fp, x#O and 
V,-- PO, then MX(v, g) has a double pole at v = 0, h = lim, _ o v2Mw(v, g) 
is a cusp form, and 
This concludes the proof of the corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let the notation be as in Theorem 3.1. Then if Rep > 0, 
/A # 0, MX(& v, g, v, q) has a pole at v = ~1 if and only if MXp. ,({, v, g, v, q) 
does. Furthermore, MX( 5, v, g, v, v]) has a double pole at v = 0 if and only if 
MYp, ,(<, v, g, u, q) has a double pole at v = 0. 
Proof. By differentiation under the integral sign we see that if 
MX({, v, g, q, 7) is holomorphic at p for all g E G, so is MXp, ,(c, v, g, v, q). 
Assume now that p is a pole of MX(<, v, g, v, q) and Re p >, 0, p # 0. Then 
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p is a simple pole and a pole of Ms([, v, g, u, q). Let h denote the residue, 
a non-zero square-integrable automorphic form, in either case. 
Then h, x # 0 by Theorem 3.1 (ii), that is, 
I x(n) lim (v - ,u) MX(& v, n . , u, q) dn # 0. (3.6) TN\N v-u 
Now cp(v, g) = (v - II) MX(& v, g, V, q) can be extended to a continuous 
function on D x G, D a compact neighborhood of p. The integrand in (3.6) 
is estimated for v ED by $(g) = sup,,, )cp(v, g)l, a continuous function. 
Therefore, by dominated convergence, (3.6) is given by 
lim (v -PI MS, ,(t, v, ., u, rl) # 0 
Y-u 
that is, ,u is a simple pole of MTp, ,(t;, v g, v, q), as asserted. 
Finally, if MX([, v, g, v, q) has a double pole at v = 0 then by Theorem 
3.2, h =lim,,, v2MX(<, v, g, U, q) is a cusp form and h,, y #O. The argu- 
ment above implies that M:, ,(<, v, g, u, q) has a double pole at v = 0. 
4. SL(2, R) 
In this section we look at the preceding theory in the case of 
G = SL(2, R). We first give the relationship between our M-series and 
classical Poincare series. We then ,show how the results can be used to give 
a generalization fPoincare series to the case of holomorphic cusp forms 
of weight one and two. The rest of the section is devoted to the explicit 
calculation of the Fourier expansions of the M-series. 
Let f c G be a discrete subgroup of cotinite volume but not cocompact. 
We let G act on H= {z E C ( Im z > 0} in the usual way, that is, if 
g= g11 g12 [ 1 g21 g22 
then 
g~z,w+g12 
g21z +g22 * 
We set c(g) = g,, , d(g) =g22. We assume that ice is a cusp of r, that is 
P= ([,y y5] I JJER~, XE R > is percuspidal. This can be arranged by 
replacing r by gTg-‘, for some g E G, if necessary. 
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Now let 1 E R, R > 0, be such that A is minimal among the I such that 
[A f] E ZY By conjugating f by 
we may assume that A = 1. Thus 
If m >, 3 and v E Z, then we write 
G-m@, v) = c exp(2kvy .2) 
,.r,,&(Y)z+4Y))” 
In the classical terminology (cf. [Le, Chap. 8]), G-,(2, v) is called the 
Poincare series of dimension -m and parameter v. One can show that if 
m 2 3, the series converges absolutely and defines a holomorphic function 
on H satisfying the functional equation of an automorphic form of 
weight m: 
G-,(Yz, v) = (C(Y) z+ 4~))” G-AZ, v). 
If we set for gEG, ZEH, j(g,z)=c(g)z+d(g), and f,,-,(g)= 
exp( 2ni(vg . i)) j( g, i)-“, then 
&As, v) = G-,,M, v) j(g, i)-” = C f,, -,(yg). 
WechooseK=S0(2),A={[i ,!l][A~R,A>O}.Set 
[ 1 x 1 cos 8 sin 8 xy = 
0 1 
elnivx, ifp E R, and k(8) = 
-sin8 1 cosf3 ’ 
Then 
L, -,(g) = xMg)) 4gP’ ew( -2nv4g)2p) +dk(g)) 
with (p,(k(O)) = eime. 
In [GW, Introduction], itwas observed that if H,, = [‘g -:,,I then, if 
r = sgn for 1 odd, < = 1 for I even and a E A then 
wl4~o) + 1) m(5, P)(Q &I cpr) = 2-‘(Ho)- “* Ml,,, p(Ho)(2nv. 2a2?. (4.1) 
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Here M,,(z) is the M-Whittaker function (cf. [WW]) which is 
holomorphic on C- {it(t<O}. Also if IEZ, Z>O, ZER, z>O 
Mliz,<,-  ,,&) = zN2 .‘-“’ 
M-1,2,cI--1&)= +Ml,2,~l-l,12(-z)=~i’zN2e’12, 
(4.2) 
where E= +l (cf. [Sla, 1.73). Thus if mEZ, m>O, x=x” and r( -I) = 
( - I)“, then we have 
(2K (vlp2 
MX(5, (m - 1) P, WL) = 6 (m _ 1 ) ! amp exp( -271~~‘~) 
(2x 14 P2 m,* 
(4.3) 
MX(5,(m-1)p,~,cp-,)=~ (m-l)! a ~“Pe~pWu2P) 
with 6 E { _+ 1, _+i}. 
We combine these observations into a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. If m>3, v>O,m, VEZ then 
MX-v(5, (m - 1) P, g, v -,I = 6 (27114P2 (+,(g, v) 
(m-l)! 
MY5, (m - 1) P, a, P -,,,I = 6 ‘y;“‘;‘;:’ GM,(g, -v) 
M*-“(C,(m-1)p,g,~~)=6:A’vl:n;lC.,(g, -v). 
m . 
Here~(-Z)=(-1)mund6~{+1, *i}, 
We next study the M-series MYV(& (m - 1) p, g, cp,) in more detail, 
focusing mainly on the cases m = 1, 2. Most of the discussion when m = 2 
is also valid for m 3 3, hence we include these cases as well. 
We observe that (4.1), (4.2) imply that UJ(<, ~)(rr~, Jg) cp,) is non-zero 
for p=(m- l)p,m> 1. 
Also, by (i), we have that if p = (m - 1) p, Q-Z) = (- 1)” 
laJ(<, p)(7r,,(nuk) cp,)l = [(m- 1)!]~1(2~~v~)m’2ampe~2n”02p, ma 1. 
580/86/2-16 
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The definition ffi implies that 
(4.4) 
If o c G is compact, then for g E o the above series is a finite sum over 
a fixed set of representatives. By analytic ontinuation (4.4) is true for all 
~1. The standard trick to prove “Godement’s criterion” (cf. [B, p. 207) that 
the above sum is majorized by a constant times 
= s (1 - (PT(x))~ Nt, ~)(nr, ,(x1 0) I dx. ~N\G 
We look at o=cp,,t(-1)=(-l)“, p=(m--l)~(mal), and v>O. 
The last integral is given by 
Cj, (1 -~P(a))a-2Pamp~e-2n’“ZPda 
< C’ 
I 
cc p/*-l), . ,-2ltd dt < Ce-peT/p, 
T 
for each p with 0 <p < 27~. That is, under the above hypothesis, if p is not 
a pole, 
IM(5, PL, g, cp,) - fi,K PL, g, CPA 6 Ce-p.pT/~ (4.5) 
for all p with 0 <p < 2nv. In particular M(<, p, g, cp,) is an automorphic 
form. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Ifp=(m-l))p, m22, t(-I)=(-l)m, x=x” (v>O), 
then MX(& p, g, q,) is holomorphic at p and defines a cusp form. Further- 
more, iff E L;(T\G)[q,] and f is orthogonal to MX(& (m - 1) p, g, cp,) for 
all v > 0, then f = 0. 
Remark 4.3. If m >/ 3, by Lemma 4.1, this is just a re-statement of the 
fact that the classical Poincare series {G -,Jz, v) ) v > 0) span the space of 
holomorphic cusp forms of weight m. If m = 2, the completeness assertion 
4.2 was proved by Petersson for principal congruence subgroups using an 
idea of Hecke (see [Pe, Ra, Sect. 5.71). Lehner and Smart extended the 
result to general congruence subgroups using a lemma of Rademacher 
[Sm](see also [Nil). 
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ProoJ We first show that fi({, v, g, cp,) is holomorphic at 
v = (m - 1) p, for m 2 2. We need only check this for m = 2. We know that 
A([, v) has at most a simple pole at v = p. 
Set, for simplicity, 
fi,(z) = fi745, ZP, ., cpz) (Re z > 1 }, f= P_es R,(z). 
Then, by Theorem 2.6, j” is a square integrable automorphic form and 
furthermore. 
(z - 1 m&4 +f in (j Ilz, as z-+ 1. 
Hence, if Re z > 1, 
We now compute this limit in a different fashion and show that it is zero. 
It would then follow that f = 0 and that %lT(z) is holomorphic at z = 1. 
Indeed, let T: Hg --p + Vr be an epimorphism of (g, Q-modules, 
T(rp,) =j The argument in the proof of Theorem 3.2 implies that 
s x(n)f hd dn = C(x,f 1J,, -,k) 4 ~N\N 
Using the functional equation (1.3) for J, y and the expression for y5(v) 
[GW, 7.51 we get 
J<, --p(q, -p(g) rpz) = Cz J, ph, p(g) cpd (G ZO) 
= C,aJ(L mg, p(g) 44 (C,ZO) 
by Lemma 1.3 and (4.3). Hence, there is a constant CfO such that 
<fi&),f > = C(x,f) Ci, czp e(a) ML ZP, a, 402) W5, P, a, qp2) da 
Now, on supp 40, 
IWL zp, a, cpz)( < c4dRe(=+ l))p 
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hence the integrand is estimated by C4(p7(u) acRecz)+ ‘)J’, an integrable 
function for Re z > - 1. Thus 
lim (lFlAz),f> = C(x,/) CS, aezp rp,(aW(S, P a, cpz)12 da.z-1 
(In particular if C(x,f) # 0 this limit is non-zero.) 
Thus lim T _ ,(z- l)(R,(z),/> =O, as asserted. 
Proposition 2.7 (i) implies that MX(t, p, cpz) is square integrable. The 
(g, K)-module that it generates is square integrable so it must be a cusp 
form [Wa3]. 
The proof of the completeness tatement (now for any weight m > 2) is 
very similar and we will only sketch it. 
Let f be a holomorphic automorphic form of weight m in L’(T\G). As 
above one shows that 
p~ (A,(z),f> = Ckf) C, I, ae2p goda) IM(t, (m - 1) p, a9 hJ12 da 
(here R,(z) = mT(5, zp, ., rp,) and C, # 0). Now, by (4.5), 
tidt, (m - 1) P, g, rpd -+ W4, Cm - 1) P, g, CPA 
uniformly in G, as T + +a~. Thus 
(M(<, (m - 1) p, ., rp,),f) = C(x,f) Cl /A a-” I M(c, P, a, rp,)12 da. (4.6) 
Therefore, if /# 0, then C(x, f) # 0 for some x, hence (4.6) is non-zero. 
This concludes the proof and also implies the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.4 (compare [Le, Chap. VIII, 5; Ra, 5.73). Let m < 2, 
x = xv, v > 0. Then the following are equivalent 
(a) M”(c, (m - 1) p, g, rp,) vanishes idenlrcaily 
(b) W5, (m - 1) p, g, CPA h as a zero (P, x)-Fourier coefficient 
(c) any holomorphic cusp form of weight M has a zero (P, X)-Fourier 
coefficient. 
We now study the case when m = 1, that is. holomorphic automorphic 
forms of weight one (dimension - 1). Let x = xv, v E Z, <( -I) = - 1. 
FROP~SITION 4.5. Zf MX(& zp, g, ql) is holomorphic at z= 0 then it is a 
linear combination of holomorphic Eisenstein series in 
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If MY(& zp, g, q, ) has a pole at z = 0, the pole is simple and if 
G-,(v, .)=Res,=,MX(5,zp,g,cp,) then G- 1(v, g) is a holomorphic cusp 
form of weight one. Finally, iff is a holomorphic cusp form of weight one and 
(&,(v, .),f)=Ofor any v>O,VEZ, thenf=O. 
It is natural to G-,(v, g) the Poincare series of weight 1 (dimension - 1) 
and parameter v. The proof of Proposition 4.5 will imply the following 
analogue of Corollary 4.4. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let the notation be as above. Then the following are 
equivalent 
(a) e _ , (v, g) vanishes identically. 
(b) h(v, g) h as a zero (P, XV)-Fourier coefficient. 
(c) Every holomorphic cusp form of weight one has a zero (P, xv)- 
Fourier coefficient. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. If M(<, z, p, g, rp i ) is holomorphic at z = 0 
and not zero then we can, by Proposition 2.7, subtract a linear combina- 
tion of Eisenstein series in d to make M(& 0, g, cpi) a cusp form, which we 
call h. We assert hat h = 0. If not, then hp, x # 0, for some x # 1. Write 
fi,(z)=WL ZP? g, cp,) 
and similarly for M(z). Then, if Re z > 0, 
<aT(z), h) = C(h, xl C jA aezp cpT(a) ML ZP, a, cpl) Wt,o, a, cpl) da, 
where C(h, x) C # 0. 
(4.7) 
By (4.1) and the well-known expansion of the Whittaker M-function we 
have 
M(5,zp,a,cP1)=C,a’P+P+~(~,a), aEsupp’PT, O<z<cr, 
where l@(z, a)1 C’<aZp+p+‘++~ OcS”PP~pT. 
Thus the integrand in (4.7) is equal to 
a-2P qT(a)(c”a(r+2)P + @(z, a)), 
where I@(z,a)l<Const. acZ+4)p, aEsuppqr,O<z<c. 
Hence (4.7) is given by 
Cl jA VT(a) aZp da + C2 j cpr(a) a-” @(z, a) da 
A 
and Ci#O, i= 1,2. 
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Clearly lim,,, j, q,(a) .a-2p@(z,,)du exists, since jA q~~(a)a~~du< 00. 
On the other hand, if a = expt H,, 
s VT(a) azp da2 A 1 T 2e 2T/2 err/2 dt = - + +a, as z +O, -m z 
and therefore, by (4.7), lim,,, (M,(z), h) = +c.o. 
However, M,(z) is of uniform moderate growth for 0 <z < E and h is a 
cusp form. Hence, by dominated convergence, 
h (R,(Z), h) = (R,(o), f) < CC 
2+0 
a contradiction. Hence h = 0, as asserted. 
Now, if MX(z) has a pole at z = 0, it is a simple pole. In fact, 
and it is a simple zero. Indeed I,(O) ~0, since the corresponding Verma 
module is irreducible. Furthermore a(?, 5, Z) is holomorphic at z = 0 since 
p&O) # 0 for such l. 
Therefore if MX(z) has a pole at z=O and &,(v, .)=Res,=,MX(z) we 
claim that G-,(v, g) is a cusp form. In fact for any P’= kPk-’ a 
percuspidal parabolic, D:(P’, <, v) = 1&V) &-I) Dk(P, t, kv) (Proposition 
2.7(v)). Since the intertwining operator is non-zero on the K-type and 
the Eisenstein series are holomorphic at v = 0, this implies that all the 
constant terms of MX(z) = MX(<, zp, g, cp ,) are holomorphic at v = 0, hence 
Res,,, MX(z) is a cusp form. 
The final task is to prove that the family 
is complete in the space of hoiomorphic cusp forms of weight one. 
Let f be such a cusp form, f # 0, and suppose that fp, x is not identically 
0, x=xy, v>O. Thusfp,,(g)= Ckf 1 J5,y(q,y(g) cpl) and C(x,f)#O. 
We note that MY(z) is holomorphic for Re z > 0. If there were a pole at 
zap, 0 < Re z. < 1 then h = Res,=,, MX(z) would generate a non-trivial 
(g, K)-submodule V,, of Li(T\G),, hence Hi” would be unitarizable and 
this is not possible. 
Now, the method of proof of Theorem 3.1 implies that if Re z > 0, 
(zlTIT(z),fpy~ Harp Aa) ll/(z, O)(a) da, 
A 
where C#O and $(z, O)(a) is as in (3.5). 
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Now, if M(5, ZP, a, cpl) = M(z)(a), Jt, zp(~t, +,(a) ‘P]) = J(z)(a), then 
$(z, 0) = Ho(u-PM(z)(u)) u-~ J(O)(a) - ~-~M(z)(a) H,,(u-~ J(O)(u)) 
(and by (4.1), (4.2)) 
= C,{H,(u-P M(z)(u)) u-PM(O)(u) - u-p M(z)(u) H,(u-P M(O)(u))}, 
where C, # 0. 
Set 
I/+,(& u)= Ho(u-P M(z)(u)) u-p M(u)(u) -a-PM(z)(u) H,(u-P M(ii)(u)). 
Then @,(z, U) is holomorphic on C* and satisfies 
$I(4 z)= -*,e, U). 
Also, if we expand *I in a Taylor series at (0, 0), we have 
+r(z, U) = c1z + /Iu + terms of order ) 1. 
Now cr=lim,,, (Il/,(z, O/z)=lim,,,-(61/,(0,.5)/z)= -J.
Thus lim ,~~(ti~(z,z)/z)=~-~% lim,,o(~,(z, -z)/z)=a+c?, or 
z-0 Z 2 1 
lirn ~1(” -‘) + lirn IcIl(‘, ‘) lim ~‘(” O) ’ -=- 
Now, since $r(z, &z)(u) = K’(z) where K+(z), K-(z) are independent 
of a, K’(z) can be determined by using the following asymptotic informa- 
tion: 
I&) z u-‘“(u-pM(z)(u))-I~(z), u-‘~Ho(u-pM(Z)(u))~- 
2 ’ 
as a 7 --00. This yields 
lirn u-rp Ic/‘(” ‘)(‘) 1~(z)2 z,(z)2 = 0 =--- 
“f-m Z 2 2 
hence K+(z) = 0. Similarly 
lim ‘(” -‘)(‘)=I (z).l (-z) 
a7-m Z < t: . 
Thus 
lirn ~(‘, O) ‘, 
- = 1 zJo)2 # 0. z-0 2 
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Now Res,,, M(z) = Res,=, M,(z) + Res,=, M,(z) and Res,=,&(z) is 
a linear combination of holomorphic Eisenstein series. Itfollows that 
k,(v, .)=ResM,(z). 
;=O 
Hence 
as we have shown above. The proof is now complete. 
We next give explicit versions of the Fourier coeffkients and the func- 
tional equation of our M-series for G = SL(2, R). In the special case of 
5 = 1, qrn = 1 (m = 0) these results can also be found in [Ne, Ni, Gd]. 
Let P’= kPk-’ be r-percuspidal (k E K) set N’ = kNk-‘, A’= kAk-‘, 
l$ = k-‘Twk (note that M= kMk-I). We wish to compute the $-Fourier 
coefficient of MX(& v, g, u) at the cusp N’ for x’ E (T,,\N’). That is 
M&. xr (5, v, g, 0) = jr,,,. x’(n)-’ WC, v, ng7 0) dn (4.8) 
for v E S,(#), g E: G. We will use the results in the proof of Proposition 2.7. 
We choose 
s* = 0 1 [ 1 -1 0’ 
If XER then we set 
We have already normalized r so that rN = (n, 1 m E Z}. Also, there exists 
h > 0 such that rh = {nhm) m E Z> and there exist r, r’ E Z such that 
x(n,) = e2nir-x and (x’)k(nx) = $nir’.dh, 
If x’ # 1 then Proposition 2.7 (ii) implies that (4.8) can be written as 
D;V’, f’v 5, +J::d~~,dg) L(k) u) 
+ E,, p’ d,(P’, Pt 5) ~~‘(5, kv)(q,&) L(k) 0) (4.9 1
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with sp, p’ = 1 or 0 depending on whether or not P and P’ are conjugate 
under Z. Furthermore, d,(P’, P, 5) = 6CX,jk. X a(~, [) with 
4x, 5) = 1 am(Y)) x@(r)). 
YE f,N-P 
Now, IZN\ZpI = 1 or 2. If Zn = Zp then a(~, <) = 1. If IZN\ZPI = 2, 
either Zp= { -+Z> .Z, or Z, is cyclic with generator [ ;O’ !!;I. If -ZEZ, 
Q,<)=l+<(-Z).If(ZN\ZPI=2and -Z$Zthencc(X,g)=l+e”“~(-I) 
(we note that if -ZEZ and 5(-Z)= -1, then MX(<, v)=O). 
Summing up 
r,=r, 
rN#rp, -zEr 
rN#rp, -w. 
(4.10) 
We next compute D$(P’, P, v). Set 
Y=[; ;], Ho=[‘f -;,2]. 
Then the formulas in [GW, Introduction] imply that if we set 
&z(v) =
(27lir)" 
n! T(2v(H,)+n+ 1) 
then 
mY59 v)(u) = 6, y 
( 
f a,(v) 7r,$ ,( Y)“v . 
tZ=O > 
Let t(~‘, x, m, v) be as in the proof of Proposition 2.7. Then if m = &-a, the 
above formulas imply 
Wjx,m9v)= f 
(47?(rr’/h) u2p)n 
?I=0 
(-l)“nrrc2v(H )+n+l). 
0 
Recall that 
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where I, and J, are the classical Bessel functions (cf. [WW]). So (2.11) 
implies that 
D$V’, P, t, v) = 1 ~(n~(sk))(x’)“(n,(sk)) tb46k)) B(v, rr’lh, udk) 
6eS(N, N’) 
(4.11) 
with 
/!?(v, x, a) = (47r21XI)-“(HO) up 
Z 2”(HO)(4Z 1x1 /Z aPI J
2”(HO)(47r I4 1’2 a”) 
;; ;;; (4.12) 
If u = Sag = ks*k-’ and s’= [u], then Proposition 2.7 (i) says 
M(t, v, n’g, 0) dn’ 
= WP’, f’, L v) 6,, -&b(t, kv) L(k) nt, v(g) u) (4.13) 
with 
WP’, f’, t, v)= RW&,) + 11-l c x(n,(c%)) t(m(Ak)) a;:” 
6 E S(N, N’) 
since in this case le;(v) = T(2v(H,,) + 1))‘. 
We note that A,(<, kv) L(k) = L(k) A,.(<, v). Let cp,, (nak) = u”+~ q,(k). 
We note that up to a normalization of the invariant measure on 
N, A,.(r, v) ‘p,= c’(v) cp, with (see, for example, [GW, p. 2691 
c’(v) = 
~(WO))~ mwcd + WI 
T(v(H,) + l/2 + Z/2) T(v(H,) + l/2 - Z/2). 
And thus 
6,. --kvtAu(t, kv) L(k) nt, v(g) cp,) = c’(v) v/, K’ g). 
In light of these formulas and [GW, Lemma 7.53 the functional equa- 
tion in Theorem 2.8 when applied to cpI becomes (in the notation of 
Theorem 2.8) 
VW,) 2”‘Ho’UW,) + (l+ 1 J/2) MY5, v, g, CPJ 
-v(H,) 2-“‘Ho’T( -v(H,) + (I+ 1)/2) MX(& -v, g, q,) 
=5(--Z) 2”‘“O’T( -v(H,) + (I+ 1)/2) 
x 1 D(Pi, 5, -V) IrF’,/rN,l -‘&P~T 5, Yi”, g, ‘P/I (4.14) 
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with 
We note that 5(-Z) D(P,, P, g, v) = Di(P, Pi, 5, yjv). 
If Z is a subgroup of SL(2, Z), P’ = P, x = xr, x’ = xr8, the Fourier coef- 
ficients D,X.(P, 1, v) can be expressed in terms of classical Kloosterman 
sums as follows (cf. [Nil). 
Set S(~‘,~;C)=C~~~,~~~<~,~~~<~ exp(2rci((ar’+dr)/c)), where y = [‘f “,I. 
Then one checks that, if Re v > 1 then 
D;,(p, p, 1, v) = c S(r’, r; c). c-’ 
C>O 
rr’>O 
rr’ < 0. 
If r = 0, one shows 
D;(P, 1, v) = 
xYwo)+ l/2 Irl’vfO) 
v(ffo) ~(VWO) + l/2) 
1 S(r’, 0; c) c-~“(~~)-’ . 
c>o > 
It is not hard to see that Theorem 3.2, Propositions 4.2 and 4.5, and 
Lemma 4.1 imply that if G = SL(2, R) the following set of functions 
describes a complete family in Ljj(f\G),. 
{ Res WC, ZP, g, cp,)lRe P 2 0, P Z 0, m E 2, x =x,> 
u {zli_mo z2MX(& zp, g, PO) 1 x E (rN\N) : x f 1 } 
u{G-,(v,g)lm~l,x~(~N\N):x=xv#l,v>O} 
u~g))m~l,x~(TN\N)?x=x,,v>O} 
(we recall that G-,(v, g) = CMxv(5,, (m - 1) p, g, q,,,), m > 2, and 
G-,(v, g)= Reszzo MY& zp, g, ~~1). 
This gives, in particular, a complete system for the L2-eigenfunctions of 
the Laplacian acting on sections of canonical associated line bundles over 
Riemann surfaces: 
Epm = G x C, --t r/G/K 
(K acting on C, by cp,). 
Also, when applied to G = SL(2, R), Corollary 3.5 says that the poles of 
MX(& v) coincide with the poles of D:(P, P, 5, v). Therefore, in the spheri- 
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cal case, by Corollary 3.4, we have that the discrete spectrum of the 
Laplacian on Li(T\G/K) coincides with 
&J,(~)={<~,P))-<P,P)~ ~i~apoleofM~tl,v,g,~,) 
for some x E (T,\N) : x # 1 } u { 0} 
= {(P&- <LA P)Iwm:tP~ p, 17 v)) 
for some xE(fN\N):~#l}u(OJ, 
where P(D:) stands for the pole-set of D:( P, P, 1, v). 
5. THE CONDITION OF MODERATE GROWTH 
The purpose of this section is to give evidence for the conjecture that the 
condition of moderate growth in the definition of automorphic forms is 
redundant if r is irreducible and G has real reduced rank greater than 1. 
In particular, the results of this section imply that the obvious generaliza- 
tion of higher rank of the previous results does not work. 
We now begin the description of the subgroups, r, in question. Let F 
be a finite, totally real extension of Q. Let 0,) . . . . (TV be the set of infinite 
places of F. That is, 6,: F -+ R is an injective homomorphism for i = 1, . . . . d. 
Let 6JF be the ring of integers of F. Let $: F+ Rd be given by 
q(x) = (a,(x),..., cd(x)). Then $(I!!&) isa lattice inRd. 
Let n>2 and let fi(x,y)=Cr=, ~~y~-x~+~y~+,. If R is a subring of R 
then we denote by SO(n, l), the group of all g6 SL(n+ 1, R) leaving 
invariant /3. If x= [x,] E M,+ ,(F) we set a,(x)= [a,(~,)]. Let 
G = xd SO@, I). 
We define 
I): SO(n, l)F+ G 
+k) = talk), ...Y ad(g)). 
Let r be a cofinite subgroup of $(SO(n, l),,). Then r\G has finite volume. 
Set H=SO(n, l)=SO(n, l)R. U=HnSO(n+l). Put K= xdU. Then 
the corresponding Cartan involution is given by Bg = (g ‘) -I. Let t E E? be 
a one-dimensional representation. On the Lie algebra of H we take 
B(X, Y) = tr XY. Let C be the Casimir operator of H corresponding to B. 
Let Ci be the corresponding operator on the ith factor of G. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let f E C”(I’\G) be such that 
(1) f(gk)=z(k)f(g),gEG,kEK, 
(2) C,f=pJ i= l,..., dfor some pieC. 
If d > 2 then f is an automorphic form. That is, there exist D, r positive such 
that 
Ifk)GD llgll'. 
(Here we could take ll(gl, .. . . gd)ll = C I(gi (I, (1 .. . I( the usual operator norm.) 
The proof of this result will take some preparation. Let V,= U(g)J We 
may as well assume f # 0. First of all we need 
LEMMA 5.2. Let P be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G, P = MAN a 
standard Langlands decomposition (MA = P n OP). Set r = z I,,,. There exists 
v E a,* and T a (g, K)-module homomorphism of Hi’ onto Vr 
Proof: Let d= be the subalgebra of U(g,) generated by U(t,) and 
c i, . . . . C,,. We define q on d by q(k) = r(k) EC for ke U(f,) and 
q(C,) = pr. Then q defines an algebra homomorphism of d to C by the 
assumed existence of J 
Thus we may look upon C as a one-dimensional d module, C,, using 
the action q. Set X= U(g,) 0, C,. With U(g) acting by left multiplication 
and K acting by k(g @ 1) = Ad(k) g @ r(k) 1, for k E K. We assert hat X is 
isomorphic with Hi” for e = t,,,,, and some v E a<?‘. Since Vj- is clearly a
quotient of X this assertion will imply the lemma. We note that if 
Gi=lx . . . xHx . . . x 1, the H in the ith position, then g = @y=, gi and 
so U(g,)=U((g,),)@ . ..U((g.),). If K,=lx ... x Vx .‘. xl the U, in 
the ith position, then U(f,) = U((f,),.)@ .. . @ U((f,),). Thus, if J$ is the 
algebra generated by U(f,), and Ci then d = 5;41@ . . . @ dd. Let vi = q Id,. 
If 
then 
X=X,@ ... @Jr, 
as a (g, K)-module. It is therefore enough to prove that each Xi is a prin- 
cipal series representation. Now U is isomorphic with O(n). Let Gp be the 
identity component of Gi and set K: = Gy n Kj. Then e is isomorphic with 
SO(n). If n >2 then rilK,= 1. The result now follows from standard results 
on the spherical principal series. Indeed if n > 3 see [Wa 2, Theorem 4.7 3. 
If n = 2 it is a fairly easy result in the representation theory of SL(2, R) (cf. 
[Wa 4, Sect. 5.61). 
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Set Mi=MnGi,fii=NnG,,Ai=AnGi. Set ti=rilM,. Then there 
exist vi E (a,): and T: H?, “I @ . . . @ Hp”d -+ l’, a surjective (L-J, K)-module 
homomorphism. 
We may fix v~EH~~~“~(~~) (a one-dimensional space) such that 
T(u, Q ‘. . Q Ud) =f 
Put u=u,@ . . . 0 vd. We now assume that P is percuspidal. 
Let N,=NnG,, i= 1, . . . . d. We note that N is abelian and 
N=N,x ... xN,. Let 1: N -+ S’ be a unitary character of N and let 
xi=xIN,. We set 
LEMMA 5.3. Let 1 < i < 312. TX extends to a continuous linear functional 
on S,(HSv ‘) (see Appendix 1). 
Proof Let Zi= (LE (H2 “I)* 1J(n(,, ,,(A’) u = x(X) A(u), XE ni}. Then 
dim Zi < 2, i = 1, . . . . d. If x,~, =- 1 then the automatic continuity Theorem 
(cf. [Wa 2, Theorem 4.81) implies that if ;1 EZi then A extends to a con- 
tinuous functional on Hk “1. If xJN, is not identically equal to 1 then the 
argument proving [GW, Theorem 5.2, p. 2441 implies that if A E Zi then A 
extends to a continuous functional on S,(Hrlv “I). The result follows. 
We now come to the main lemma of this section. 
LEMMA 5.4. Zf d 2 2 then TX is a linear combination of functionals of the 
form d1 8 . . . Q Ad such that if xi = xIN, # 1 then 
Proof. If we reorder the infinite places of F we may assume that 
xi# 1 i<p, xi= 1, i=p+ 1, . . . . d. Let Hie ai be such that ai( Hi) = 1 where 
ai is the root of (ai, ni). If i <p then Zi = CJ::, ,i@ Co, and we may assume 
that if oi(nr, ( Hi) vi) # 0 then 
lim eeq’l mi(rry,, “ (exp tHi) vi)1 = 00 
f* +m 
for all q > 0. 
To simplify notation we will write ;C, @ . . . 63 Ad as n ;Ci and allow the 
iii to be out of order, the index will indicate which factor should be 
evaluated. Thus T,=CS~~~,....~) nisSJt:,vI l-It+,,,~i.p~i*~, with 
&EZp+,Q ... QZ& 
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We must show that A, = 0 if S # { 1, . . . . p>. We show that if 1 # S then 
A, = 0. Indeed, we write Ji:, “I = J, 
We must show +I = 0. 
We note that 
lim J,(rcTcc,, .,(exp(tH,)) a,) f? = 0 
f--r +a2 
for all q > 0. 
We now come to the crux of the matter. Set “A = 
((exp t, HI, . . . . exp,H,) ) xi ti = O}. Then (Tn N”A)\N”A is compact. This 
implies that 
Let ri30, i= 2, . . . . d be such that C ri= 1. Put r = (r,, .. . . rd). Let 
H,= HI -Et=‘=, riHi. 
Then ) T,(n<, Jexp H,.)) u)j < C, c 00, t E R. Hence 
lim e%~,(rc;,,~,(exp tH,) II,)-‘T,(z, Jexp tH,) u)=O 
I-+ +a3 
(*) 
for all q > 0. 
Let 7~‘=n,,~,,Q a.. @rr71Cd,Yd, v’=v2@ . . . 00, and H:=Cirz riHi. Then 
(cf. [Wa 2, Theorem 7.21) qi(a’(exp( -tH:)) u’) and rC/,(n’(exp( -tH:) u’)) 
have asymptotic expansions as t + +cc of the form 
p,(k(exp( -tH:)) 0’) = i i= 1 e ‘* m EoPi. mtf) e-mr 
til(~‘(ev(-W)) 07 = ig, err, mt, qi,,(t) cm’ 
with pi, n and qi, n polynomials of degree at most D < co and zi may be 
chosen so that zi - zi is not a positive integer if i #j. 
Now (*) implies that $i(rr’(exp( - tH:) u’) is asymptotic to 0 as t --t +co. 
Thus qi,n = 0 all i, IZ (cf. [Wa 2, Lemma 5.71). The results in [GW, 8.51 
imply that the expansion actually converges for t >O to the indicated 
function. Hence J/, = 0 as asserted. 
If we interchange the roles of 1 and j, 1 <j <p, then the lemma follows. 
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.1. We note that 
for ~EN,uEA,~EK. 
Set T=rnN\N. If Sc{l,...,dJ set $s={~~$(~i#l, ieS, 
Xi= 1, i$S). Then T= Usc{l,...,d) $s SO 
fbak) = c c x(n) Tx(“c, Y(U) 0) T(k). 
SC { 1, __., d)x E Ts 
Let S c { 1, . . . dj with S# $3. We assert that if t > 0 is given then there 
exist constants C, s and u,, s such that 
for a = exp(C tiHi) and C ti 2 t. Before we prove this assertion let us show 
how it implies the theorem. 
Let A: = (a~ A (a = exp(C tiHi), C ti> t}. Then the image, S,, of 
NA; K in T/G is a Siegel set. Now 
ifuEA,?.Butfp,, has moderate growth by the above material. Hencefhas 
moderate growth in S,. Since P is an arbitrary percuspidal parabolic 
subgroup this implies that f has moderate growth. We are left with the 
proof of our assertion. 
We note that if x E U(n) then there exists C(X) > 0 such that 
IL(x)f(u)l < C(x) for a E “A. This implies that there exists a constant C > 0 
such that 
c Ifi-.,(a)l <c, UE “A. 
Thus if S c (1, . . . . d}, S # 4 then 
(*) 
,s, Ifc ,(a)1 G CT a E “A. (**) 
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Fix S # 0. We relabel so that S= { 1, . . . . r). Lemma 5.4 implies that if 
XET~ then 
fP,,ta) = l!j J::, vI trig,, v tai) ui) rP 
i=l 
x (exP (. 'iHi)) 
for a = exp(C t,H,). 
On n we use inner product (X, Y) = - B(8X, Y). Then Xi(exp A’) = ei<c+ X, 
with Xi, xE ni. If we apply [GW, Lemma 7.31 we find that there exists for 
each 1~ i < r, a function, Wi, on (0, co), such that 
Ji:, ,(n<,, Jexp .Hi) vi) = Wi(llxi,, IIe2?. 
Furthermore, from the explicit form of the function W, (given in terms 
of W-Whittaker functions) one finds that there exist ri>O, ui> 0 such that 
W,(x) N Cie-*+ 26” as x-+ +co. 
That is, 
lim er+ x-U1 W,(x) = Ci. 
X’ +a2 
From this and (**) we conclude that if C ti = 0 then 
xzs lp, cexp k fiHi)) I L! 4 
x e-~~~r~~Il~,,,ll~z~i . eZi<rUt’c < C’ < ~0. 
(***) 
If xti=t>O then 
f: tiffi= 1 (tie tfr) Hi + C t,Hi + t/r C Hi. 
i<r irr i<r 
If we apply the asymptotic information above we find that if 
a=exp(Ct,H,) then there is a constant C such that 
580/86/2-17 
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Since 2T/r > 0, ( ** * ) implies that 
which certainly implies our assertion. 
APPENDIX 1: GENERALIZED WHITTAKER VECTORS 
The purpose of this appendix is to prove Theorem 1.1 We will use the 
methods of [GW] and refer whenever possible to the arguments in that 
paper. 
Let G be a real reductive group and let P be a maximal parabolic sub- 
group. We will assume that if rk,( [G, G]) > 1 then G is linear. Fix Kc G 
a maximal compact subgroup and let P = MAN be a Langlands decom- 
position of P. Let P= MAR be the opposite parabolic subgroup where 
m= 8(N) (0 the Cartan involution corresponding to K). We will assume 
that N is at most a two-step nilpotent group. Fix Z-ZO~ a such that 
ad(Z-Z,J,, = Iif n is abelian and such that it has eigenvalues 1 and possibly 
2 in general. 
If rkR( [ G, G]) > 1 then let M, be the complexification ofM and let M, 
be a compact form of M, containing M n K. If rk,( G) = 1 put M, = M. On 
ii we put the Hermitian inner product (X, Y) = -B(X, BY) where R is the 
complex conjugate of XE g, relative to g. Then ( , ) is MU-invariant. 
Let symm: S(ti,) + U(ii,) be the symmetrization mapping and let 
Y be an orthonormal basis of ii relative to ( , ) with 
r;;d:“Y.;= --a. Y. a. = 1 or 2. We may orderc the indices o that ai = 1, 
i < r, and ai = 2, i’g r: If n is abelian then r = n. 
We set for Z= (i,, .. . . i,), Y(Z) = symm( Yy. .. Yf). Then (N = (0, 1,2, . ..}) 
{ Y(Z) ( ZE N”) is a basis of U(ii,). We extend ( , ) to U(ii,) by 
( ym, Y(J) > = I! a,, .I .
We use the standard multi-index notation: Z!=i,! .-.i,!, 
)I) = i, + . . . + i,. We leave it to the reader to check that ( , ) is invariant 
under the adjoint action of M, on U(fi,). 
Let U(ii,) -j be the ( -j)-eigenspace for ad(H,) on U(ii,). Then 
i Y(~)l~! I w(Z) = A is an orthonormal basis for this space where 
W(Z)=~j~,ij+2~j,,ij. 
LEMMA A.l.l. There exists C>O such that ifu~ U(~L.)-~ then I)Y,u)( <
w+ l)ll4l~ 
Note. If n is abelian we have the estimate 11 Y,uJ( < (j+ l)l’* ((uI( 
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Proof: Set 6, = (disk, . .. . 6,,). If n is abelian then Y,( Y(Z))= Y(Z+6,). 
Thus 
II Y,. c UJ3 2 w(I) = j Jli =~la,)2(i1+1)<(j+1) ~cz,? ‘. II .ll 
We thus assume that n is not abelian. Let [ Yj, Y,] = &,, c~,~ Y, for 
j < Y. Then 
Y, Y(Z) Y(Z+6,) fi Y(Zw6j+6k) 
F= fi +lj&rc"k Czvsj)! 
k>r 
(cf. [G, p. 2871). Hence 
$$$+i~zr&~cjk 7s. 
That is, 
l<jCr w(I)=j k 
The lemma follows ince the second term is less than or equal to 
with c = f(maxj,, Icj,J) r(n - r). 
Let (a, H,) be an irreducible, finite dimensional representation fM. We 
put a Hilbert space structure ( , ) on H, so that M, acts unitary. If v E a,* 
let H,,, denote the (p,, MJmodule H, with a acting by (v - p) Z and n 
acting by 0, where, as usual, p(h) = $ tr ad(h),, for h E a. 
Set MOT VI= %3)Q.(p, H c,Y. Let M, act on M(a,v) by m.(g@u)= 
Ad(m) gQmu, ifgE U(g), u~ff~,~, m E M,. As an MU-module, M(& v) N 
U(fi,) Q Ho. 
We use the tensor product inner product to endow M(o, v) with a pre- 
Hilbert space structure. Let M(o, v)rR, denote the ii-adic ompletion of 
M(o, v) (cf. [GW, p. 2181). As in [GW, Lemma 3.7, p. 2251, we have 
If M(a, v) is irreducible then M(a, v)tfiCl isequivalent 
with HomUcP,,( U(g,), ii,, ) as a g,-module. (A.l.l) 
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Here Z?, y is the (p,, M,)-module with M, acting by rr, a, acting by 
(v - p) Z and ii acting by 0. As a U(n)-module Hom,(,J U(g,), R, “) is just 
U(n)* OH,. 
Let + be the differential of a unitary non-trivial character of N. By 
choosing a possibly different orthonormal basis of n, we may assume that 
$(X)=icB(X,Y,),cxR-(0). 
Set Q(o) = {v E a: ( M( cr, v) is irreducible ).Then a,* - Q(a) is a closed 
discrete subset of a,*. 
Let @(P, A) = {a} or {a, 2cl) and set 
Wh(M(o,v))=(u~M(o,v)~,~~Xu=~(X)u,XEn}. 
LEMMA A.1.2. Let v E O(o). Then there exists a linear isomorphism T(a) 
from H, onto Wh(M(u, v)) such that 
T(a, v)(u) = 10 u + 1 T(a, v)Wj 
j>0 
and T(u, v)(U)jEM(o, V)v+p-ja. 
Proof: U(g) = U(m + a)@ (fill(g) + U(g) n). 
Let p: U(g) -+ U(m 0 a) be the corresponding projection. Set 
(v - p)(ma) = (v - p)(ma) = (v-p)(a) .m, if me U(m), aE U(a). Set for 
u E fL g E u(g), 6 .(u)(g) = (v - p)Md) u. Then 
is an injective map and &J H,) is isomorphic with HO., as a (p,, M,)- 
module. Hence we have a map 
Since v~Q(a), it is easy to see that v,,~ extends to an isomorphism of 
M(o, v) cfi3 onto Horn u~p,~ (WA &,J (cf. CGW 3.71). Let 
for UER,., p E U(p), n E U(n). Then it is clear that 
Y,,.(R,.)= {~PEHo~~~~,, (WA R,. .)I Xcp = W) 4h XE 4. 
Set T(a, v)(u)=q,$(r,,,(u)). As in [GW], our next task is to derive a 
formula for the T(o, v)(u)~. Let C be the Casimir operator of g correspond- 
ing to B and let C, be the Casimir operator of m corresponding to B, m x m. 
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Let Xieii be such that B(Xi, Y,)=6,i. Then 
C=C,+H,2/)IH,1)2+CXiYi+ YjXi 
= cm + H,2/IlHol12 + H, + 2H, + 2 C Yixi, 
where HP is defined by B(H,, H) = p(H), HE a. Let b, be a Cartan sub- 
algebra of m,. Fix @,’ a system of positive roots for m, with respect o b,,, 
and let b, be the hall-sum of the elements of @,‘. If UE M(& v) then 
Hence if u E Ho 
CT(% v)(u)= (llLJ+~mI12+ (6 v> - llLl12- IIPl12) no, v)(u) 
= c cqo, v)(u)j. 
If y E (M,) : we use the notation pr for the projection onto the y-isotypic 
component of M(a, v) = U(fi) @ H,. Let 
c (0) = (YE (Mu) -l~,(W%j@fL) #Oh 
=~~~~~,(ll~y+6,112+ <v-h, v-ia>- 11~,112- Ilpll’) 
I 
xPy jYa, v>(")j + 2ic C yl Py T(c, v)(u)j 
YE&/(O) 
Hence, if y E xi(a), 
+ 2ic C Py 'lP@ Vu, v>(")i- 1. 
PEXj-1 
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That is, 
=2ic C Py YlPpT(a3 v)(“)j- 1’ 
PEXj-lI(q) 
If we set 
CCC, V,j, Y) = IIA, + 6, II2 - IlA, + 6,ll* + Zj(v, a) -j* ()a(12 
then 
The obvious iteration of this formula yields. 
T(0, v)(u)~ = (2ic)j C 
1 
,,,,,~,,~,c(O~v~~~Yj)~~~c(O~v~ l,Yl) 
x P,(ylP~,~,(yl~~~P,,(ylo~)~~-)) (A.1.2) 
the sum over all ri~Ci(o). We write Tj((T, V)(U) for T(a, v)(u)~. Then 
Tj(o, v): H, + U(iiej@ H,. Set 
Then Q’(u) is an open and dense subset of a,* and (A.1.2) is a formula 
for Tj(a, v), if v E Q’(0). 
LEMMA A.1.3. Tj(o, .), is a rational map from a,* to Hom,(H,, 
(H,, U(FI)-~@ H,). The singularities of Tj(o, v) are contained in 
a,* - (Q(a) u Q(a)), a closed discrete subset of a*. 
Proof: qO,v: U(Tt)-j@H, -+ Hom,(U(n)j, H,) is clearly a polynomial 
mapping that is bijective for v E Q(o). The result follows from this and 
(A.1.2). 
Define q,(v) = inf{ (C( u, v,j3 Y)I j*) IY E Cj(a)9j= lv 2, ***}* 
LEMMA A.1.4. Zf v ~&!‘(a) then q,(v) >O and there exists C>O such 
that )cp,(v) - cp,(v’)l < C (Iv - v’I( for v, v’ E L?‘(a). 
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ProoJ: We may assume that q,(v) 3 q,(v’). Then 
cp (v)< IC(a, v,j, Y)l < IXV- V’? a>l + IC(G V’A Y)l 
D N .2 ’ 
J j 
.2 
J 
<2((v-v’, cr)l+ 
IC(G V’J, Y)I 
.2 . 
J 
Thus qo,(v)<2)(v-v’, a>1 +cp,(v’). 
Note. If Re(vcr)< -11/1,+6,112/2 then q,(v)= I)c~))~. 
LEMMA A.1.5. There exists C, >O such that 
IITj(c v)(u)ll<~ rp,(Re v)-’ lbll. 
Proof We use the formula (A.1.2) above and the fact that 
lC(o, v,j, rN 2 CCC, Re v,j, ?)I. 
Now 
II Tj(a, VJ(u)II’ 
We now apply Lemma A.l.l and the obvious iteration to get 
II T’(o, v)(u)l12 G (2 lclzi (j+ 112j2... 1)llull2 (j!)“cp,(Re v)” 
=(2 ICI)” ((j+ 1)!J2 ,lu,,2=(2 1~1)~~ (j+ 1)2 
(j!)4 cpb(Re v)‘j (j!)2 po(Re ,,)2j IIul12~ 
NOW (j + 1)2 < e2’. The estimate follows by taking Cl = 214 e. 
LEMMA A.l.6. For each T > 0 there exists a non-zero polygonomial cp T
on a,* such that cpT( -v) Tj(a, v) is holomorphic for Re(v, a) < T, 
j= 1, 2, . . . . 
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Proof. If y E xi(a) then 
lC(~~v~~~Y)l=l-Il~.+~,ll2+Ilrly+6,ll2-2j(v,cr)+j21lC1ll2( 
~l~*11~11*-~~~~(~,~)-Il~,+~,l12+Il~,+~,11*1. 
Set uy = IIn, + 6, I)*, u = IIn, + 6, l12. If (Re(v, a))’ < Il~\l*(u, - u,) 
there are no real roots to the equation 
llct~[2X2-2XRe(v,a)+u,-u,=0. 
Otherwise the roots are 
WV, a> + CVWv, a>J2 - l1412(u, - u,)ll’* 
11412 
<Re(v, a> + lRe(v, a>l 2T 
lIdI* yip. 
Ifj>2T/l(a(l* itfollows that IC(o, v,j, r)l >O for Re(v, a) < T. It is then 
enough to take 
where r = [2T/llall’]. The lemma follows. 
By the previous lemma there exists an entire function Z,(v) # 0, such that 
I,( - v) . Tj(a, v) is holomorphic for all Jo N. We may assume that v0 is a 
zero of order h of I,( -v) if and only if it is a pole of order h of Tj(o, v), 
for some j. By Lemma A.1.6 the zero set Z, of Z,(v) is a subset of R and 
there exists M such that v < A4 for any v E Z,. Also, we may and will 
assume that if G is quasi-split, Z,(v) = Z(n(a, -v)) the regularizing factors 
used in [GW]. 
LEMMA A.1.7. Zf w c a,* is compact, there exists a constant C depending 
only on CD such that 
C’ 
IIZo(-v) Tj(b, v)(u)II ST Ilull 
J! 
for YEW. 
Proof. This is proved by using the same argument as that in the proof 
of Theorem 4.8 in [GW, p. 234). 
We now assume that G is a real reductive group with reduced rank 
one. Then M is compact. Let for 5 E &, v E a,*, (n,. “, H’) denote the 
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corresponding principal series representation. rry, ,,,K = z5 is independent 
of v. If d > 1 let S,(@) denote the space of Gevrey vectors of order 1 
(see GW, p. 2431). Then S,(H’) is a representation fG under ret, “. 
Let Ic/: N--P S’ be a non-trivial homomorphism. If v E a,*, define 
d,.(f) =f(l), for f~Hk If rl~H,*, set s,,(?)(f)=r1(6r,,(f)). Then 
~?,,(?I)E (HL)’ and s&H:) is equivalent o the (p,, M)-module H,,, pp. 
We thus have a (g, M)-module homomorphism 
given by &, ,(g @ q) = g. 6, ,(q). If -v E Q(<*), then &, y is injective. 
THEOREM A.l.8. Let f E Hi and let o be a compact subset of a,*. Then 
jzo Z&v) Tit<*, -VW+. v(f)) = w(t, v, v)(f) 
converges absolutely and uniformly on o and w(& v, q) extends to a 
continuous functional on S,(H’), for 1 < 3, c 3/2. Furthermore v + ~(5, v, q) 
is a weakly holomorphic map from a,* into S,(H5)‘. 
ProoJ: Let ql, . . . . qd be an orthonormal basis of H,*. Write 
Tj(t*, -v)(?i)’ C a,,j,i(VP. 
w(I)=j Jii 
By Lemma A.1.7. 
Ilz<(v) Tj(t*, -v) tli II G $+* VEW. 
Hence 
IZc(V) a, j, i( G ’ j! 
and the result follows from the definition f S,(H’) (see [GW, Theorem 
6.11). 
We define w(g, v): S,(H’) + H, by 
?(W(5, v)f)=w(51 VP v)(f) 
for q E H,*. Let A; = (ae A 1 ab: < e’), The following result is proved in 
exactly the same way as Lemma 6.6 in [GW]. 
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LEMMA A.1.9. fl 1 < ;1. < 312, f E Sn(Ht ), and w c a: is a compactum, 
then 
(i) w(L vJ(q,(a)f)=a y+pEjm=o q&5, v)(f)) with qi(5, v)(f)= 
It("). 'j(<*, -v)(6<,v)(f)~ th e convergence being uniform for a E A ; (t > 0) 
and veto. 
(ii) lim 
aT-m 
a -'-"w(r,v)(nt;,,(a)f)=Ic(v)6c,,(f) uni ormly in 
VEW. 
Fix s* E K so that s= Ad@*),,, the non-trivial element of W(A). If 
v E a,* set f,(nak) = a”+p f(k) if n E N, a E A, k E K. Also, let for 
(A,(vlf)(k)=SNf"(S*nk) dn. 
This integral converges absolutely and uniformly on compacta of 
{ v E a,* ) Re(v, a) > O> x K. Furthermore (cf. [Sch]) if y(v)= 
n,,.,,,.,r(2<v,D)/(B,B)) then v+y(v)-‘A,(v)f has a holomorphic 
continuation to a,*. Set Q”(t)= {,~a:( -vEQ(<*) and y(v)-‘~0) and 
THEOREM A.1.10. If v E Q”(r) and PE Wh(ns, ,) then there exist elements 
q, q’ E H,* such that 
p=tpZg(v)-l w(& v)+r+Z5s(-v)-’ w(t”, -v)oA,(v). 
ProoJ In [Ly] it was proved that dim Wh(ne, “) = 2 dim H, (see also 
[ Wa I]). Now it follows from Lemma A.1.9 that if vi, q2, . . . . qd is a basis 
of H: then the fUnCtiOdS qlow(&v) ,..., ~~w({,v),~,ow(<“, -V)O 
A,(v), . . . . qdo w(t”, -v) 0 A,(v) are linearly independent and hence give a 
basis of Wh(n(, ,). 
APPENDIX 2: EISENSTEIN SERIES 
In this appendix we will collect several results on Eisenstein series that 
will be used in the body of the paper. The basic material can be found in 
Langlands [L] or Harish-Chandra [HC] (see also [A, OW]). Then are, 
however, some results that will be proved since we could not find an 
appropriate reference in the literature. L tG and r be as in Section 2. Let 
P c G be a percuspidal parabolic subgroup with Langlands decomposition 
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P = MAN. If cp E Cm(K), (the K-finite smooth functions on K with respect 
to the right regular epresentation) and v E a,* then we set 
cp,(nak) = uv+p q(k) 
nEN,aEA,kEK.Weput 
E(P, cp, VP g) = 1 cphg) 
YE r,v\r 
with domain the set of (v, g) such that the series converges absolutely. We
identify o,* with C by choosing p as a basis. Let WC Cm(K)K be finite 
dimensional and K-invariant. The basic result on Eisenstein series is 
THEOREM A.2.1. (1) If Re v > 1, then (v, g) E Dom E; 
(2) the map (v ) Re v > 1 } x G --* C given by (vg) + E( P, rp, v, g) is C” 
and holomorphic in v; 
(3) v + E(P, cp, v, g) has a meromorphic continuation to C such that 
the poles for Re v 2 0 are in the interval (0, 1); 
(4) if U c C is open, w = 0 is compact and E(P, cp) is holomorphic at 
vEco,cpEWthen (v,g)+E(P,q,v,g)isC”on UxG.Zf (I..-]( isanorm 
on W and XE U(g), cp E W then there xist constants N and C,,, w such that 
IRW) EV’, cp, v, g)l G Co,, x, wll#’ lIdI. 
This result combines many of the basic results on Eisenstein series (see 
[L, Chap. 6; HC, Theorem 7, p. 1051). 
We now fix a specific choice of norm on G. Fix h, a &stable Cartan sub- 
algebra of gc and let 0+ be a system of positive roots for g, relative to A. 
Let (a, V) be the irreducible finite dimensional representation fgc with 
highest eight 6 = iCaoO+a. Let (G, q) be a covering of Go (the identity 
component of G) so that rr defines a representation f c. Put on V a 
Hilbert space structure that is K-invariant. If ZEZ(G) (Z(G) the center 
of 61, Ildg)ll~.~. = I14zg)llH.S. and if kIy 4 E ~llo(kl &)IIH.S. = Ib(gh. 
Since G = K. Go, if k E K, g E Go, we may set 11 kg11 = /[a( g)ll H.S where 2 E G, 
q(8) = g. This defines (I .a* (1 on all of G. 
If (P, A) is a p-pair for G, then it is easy to see that if a E A + (relative 
to P) then 
with C> 1. 
LEMMA A.2.2. Let o c C be compact such that for some E, 0 -c E, 
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(1) )RevJ<l-s,ifvEcq 
(2) if v E o then E(P, cp, .) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of w. 
Then if Y is a Siegel set associated with a percuspidal parabolic subgroup 
and if XE U(g) there exists c,, X, rp, y > 0 such for cp E Cm(K)K 
lR(X)E(P,cp,g,cp)~C,,x,rp,~ Ilgll*-” 
for gE9, VEO. 
The proof of this result involves more notation. Fix a K-invariant sub- 
space WC Ca(K)K. If P, Q are percuspidal parabolic subgroups set 
SZ(P,Q)={k~K[kA,k-‘=A,).Ifv~(a,),*then(k.v,(h)=v(Ad(k)-‘(h)) 
defines an element of (ao),* for k E sZ(P, Q). If f E C”(T\G) set 
fp(g) = lrNI ,Nf(ng) dn, 
the constant term off along P. 
Then if P, Q are percuspidal there exist M(s, Q, P, V)E End( W), 
s E sZ(P, Q)/Mp, meromorphic functions in v such that 
W’, cp, vlQ = 1 (MS, Q, P, v) v)s,. 
s E Q(Ps Q)/MP 
Since the singularities of the M’s are the same as those of the E’s there 
exists a constant depending only on o and W such that 
where I( (I o. is the Loo-norm. Also, if v E w, aeAp+, lasvl = aResv < (Jal(‘-’ 
(E(O) is in the statement). 
We therefore find that ifncNQ,aEAQf, kEK 
lE(P, cp, V)Q (nak)l f c,,wll~Ilao 1412-E. 
We now: apply a simple but useful argument due to Langlands. Fix 
$ c np such that, g is compact and exp 9 is a fundamental domain for 
Tn N,. LetfE Y(r\G). Then 
f(g)-fQ(d=j Tn N 
Q 
,NQ (f(g) -f(ng)) dn = - $, ( -$(exp Mg) dt dx. 
Thus, if a E A,, then 
fca) -fQ(a) = - Is I,’ -$ f (a exp Ad(a)-’ X) dt dX. 
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Fix X,, . . . . X, a basis of ne with Ad(a) Xi =&Xi, i= 1, . . . . n. Then, if 
x= c’; Ci(X) xi, 
f(a) -fQ(a) = - 1 a-“’ I9 c,(X) s,’ (@Xi) f) (a exp t Ad(a-‘) X) dt dX 
I 
= -7 a-“! IF c,(X) j: (R(X,)f)(exp X.a) dt dX 
Thus if we know that 
I(wJf)(nak)l G C*IlallN for XEg, n~No, kEK, aeAe+ 
then there is a constant C such that if UE A; 
where a E a$ is the simple root of (Q, Ao). 
Let F= {y~tl W[y]#O) and let F, = {y E BI Hom(y, 7 @J 9,) # 0 for 
some YE I;). Set WI = OYEF, C@(K)[y]. 
If we apply the above observations we find that if q E W, v E w then 
(since dim W< co), 
lE(p3 Cp, V, a)-E(P~ cP9 v)Q(a)l G C Cm, w, xi 
( 
IlVll I allNa-or 
for UEA~. Hence 
for vEqaEA,+,and (PE W. 
We note that if XE U(g) then 
We therefore obtain an estimate of the form (R(X) E(P, cp, v, a) 6 
cc 1.0, w,xl141N~-a+ C&W, w,x Ilal12-“)(lpII for XE U(g), aeA$, VEO. Now 
since Tn N,\No and K are compact the above estimate yields (a = rpQ) 
INQJW? cp, hi?)1 ~(C1.q +,xll~llN-‘+~2,0,W,Xll~llZ-E~lI~ll (*I 
for g E N A,$ K. If N-r 6 2 - E, the lemma is proved. Otherwise we may 
replace N by N - r in the above argument. After a finite number of steps 
the desired estimate follows. 
Let P,, . . . . P, be a complete set of representatives for the r-conjugacy 
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classes of percuspidal parabolic subgroups. Fix y E 2 and let {Jli > be a 
complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions for C in L*(r\G)[y]. That is, 
(rc/i, l(lj) = 6, CJlj = pj$j, I(lj E LL(T\G)[y], and if II/ E L&(T\G)[y] is such 
that Cl(l =A$ then 1,5 is a linear combination of {tij}. Let ql, . . . . cp, be an 
orthonormal basis of Cm(K)[y]. 
We now recall the main theorem on Eisenstein series (Langlands [L, 
Chap. 71, cf. Arthur [A, p. 2561). 
Let L be the space of all n-tuples of measurable functions (fi, . . ..f.), 
fi: iR + C”“(K)[r], 
such that if SE s2(P,, P,), and if E(S) is defined by spP, =E(s)~, then 
W(& A) = Mb, p, a A)) 
E-1 fiw -J) = w.6 ~).m), AEiR 
Then there exist positive constants mi such that the map 
E-3 (fi, . . . . E(Pi,fi(J)v 2)dA) dA =Eis(fl, -,f,) 
defines an isometry of L with the Hilbert space structure 
onto L*(r\G),[y], the orthogonal complement of span(tij). 
We note that the integral in E-3 is not defined as a convergent integral 
for all (fi , . . ..fn) EL. There is, however, a dense subspace of L such that the 
integrals converge absolutely and on that subspace the map E-3 is an 
isometry. So the map extends by completeness. 
In particular, the above result says that if rp E L’(T\G)[y] then there 
exists f~ L such that 
CP = C (CP, $j) $1 + Wf). 
We will need 
PROPOSITION A.2.3. If rp E LP(r\G)[y], 2 <p < 00, and if we define for 
Re1=0, 
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WS)-‘(P-E (CP, It/i, 1 $j)=(fl, -.,fn). 
i 
Note. Theorem A.2.1. combined with Lemma A.2.2 imply that 
E(P,, qj, 2) E L’+“(T\G)[y] 0 <E < 1 if Re A = 0. So the above integral 
converges absolutely. 
Proof: We first show that it is enough to prove the result for 
cp E C,“(T\G)[y]. We observe that if O<E < 1 and o c iR is compact, 
Lemma A.2.2 implies that E(P,, qjpj, A), .) is in L’+‘(f \G) uniformly for 
~~~.Fixs,O<s<l,andletp=(l+~)/sthen 
I+ 
1 
-= 1. 
p l+s 
Then if 40 E LP(r\G)[y] we can define 
cP(g) ’ E(Pi9 Pjpi, 4 g) dg (ReA=O) 
and f,(J) = Cj&(a) Vj* 
Define H(q) = (f,, ..,, f ). Denote by Lloc the space of 
f~ x” Lf,(iR; P(K)[y]) satisfying E-l above. Then Holder’s inequality 
implies that H: LP(T\G)[y] + Lloc is continuous. 
Set P,cp = cp -C(cp, tii) ll/i and Q(q) = Eis-‘(P,cp) for cp E L”(r\G)[y]. 
Then Q: L”(f\G)[y] + L is continuous (since it is continuous on 
L*(~\WYI). 
We are assuming that H(q)= Q(q) for rp~ CF(T\G)[y]. Given 
cp E LP(I’\G)[y], let ‘pi E CP(r\G)[y] such that lim,, m ‘pi = cp in (( lip. 
Then lim,Hqpi = Htp in L,,,. But limjHpj = limjQqj = Q(p in L. Hence 
Hcp = Qcp in L,,,. But them Q(q) = H(q), a.e., as asserted. 
Let, for T> 0, xr be the characteristic function of the interval [- iT, iT] 
in iR. If f E L, f = (fi, . . . . f,) then XT-f = (xJ”, , . . . . xrfn) E L and it is clear 
that xTf converges to f as T + + co. 
Let fE L have compact support and let cp E CF(r\G)[y]. Set 
f,(J) = CL&) vj. Then 
~~~Icp(g)f,,(~~)E(~~,~~Pi,i~,~)l~~Icp(g)f,i(~~)lsincesupp(cp(g)~fi,(i~)) 
is compact in Gx iR. Now cp(g)S,,(iA) is clearly absolutely integrable, 
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hence by Fubini’s theorem we can interchange orders of integration, that 
is, 
Now (cp,Eisf)=(Eis(Qcp),Eisf)= <Qcp,f>. Thus (H(cp)-Q(cp),f) 
=0 for all SE L with compact support, hence H(q)= Q(q) almost 
everywhere. 
We conclude this appendix with a result about Fourier coeffkients ofauto- 
morphic forms. Letfe d(T\G)[y J be such that V= R( U(g,))(spanR(K) .f) 
is the quotient of some principal series representations (for example, V 
could be any irreducible (g, K)-module). Let Q be a percuspidal parabolic 
subgroup of G and let x be a non-trivial unitary character of N, such that 
Wn&)= u>. 
Let 5 E tie, v E ( > o)z be such that there exists a surjective (g, K)- 
homomorphism T: Hi” -P V. Set 
x(n)-’ T(cp)(n) dn. 
We note that p E (Hi”) satisfies 6.1 (i), (ii) in [Wa, p. 3441, if we set 
f,,.(d=j x(n)-' TW(nd dn. 
rn NQ\NQ 
Lemma 6.4 and Proposition 6.5 [Wa, p. 3451, now imply that /A extends 
to an element of (Hk”)‘. Since 
Ant;, Y(X) cp) = x(X) P(cp), XEno, CJIE H$’ 
Theorem 1.5 implies that there exists qE HF such that I = n(J,, 5, Jcp)). 
Let us state these observations as a Lemma. 
LEMMA A.2.4. Let f E d(T\G) generate an irreducible (g, K)-module V. 
Let Q be a percuspidal parabolic subgroup of G. Let < E A%,, v E (ao): be 
such that there exists a surjective (g, K)-homomorphism T of Hi’ onto V. 
Let cp E H2’ be such that T(p) =J Then there exists q E H;f such that 
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We now apply this lemma to Eisenstein series. If q E H,* then 
q(E(P, l, v, q)(g)) is clearly an Eisenstein series in the previous sense and 
q 0 E(P, (, v): Hi” 3 d(T\G) 
is a (9, K)-homomorphism. 
Let Q be another percuspidal parabolic subgroup and let k~ K be such 
that kPk-’ = Q. Then 
given by (L(k)f)(x)=f(k-‘x) d e mes a continuous G-isomorphism. With f 
this notation in place we can prove 
PROPOSITION A.2.5. Let P, Q be percuspidal parabolic subgroups with 
Q=kPk-? Then there exists a meromorphic function pp, e, 5: C + 
Hom,(HFh, Hr) such that if q E HF then 
s x(n)-’ W(p9 t, v, cp)(ng)) & I- A NQ\NQ 
= ~P,Q,e(v)(tl)(J,,Q,ck,k"(~Q,rk,ky(g)(L(k)(cp)))). (1) 
Proof: Theorem A.l.10 implies that there exist meromorphic functions 
PLP+,~,&~, PP,~,~(v) with 1 va ues in End(HF) such that the left hand side of 
(1) is given by 
Pp: Q, &%‘i’)(fi,, Q,tk, kvfnQ, t_‘, k”(g) Uk)~)) 
+ p(p, Q, &h)(6x. Q, (&, skv (‘&(tk, kv) RQ, t’, /w(g) L(k) Cp)). (2) 
On the other hand Lemma A.2.4 implies that (2) is also given for fixed q 
by 
p(v)(J,, Q, <k, kv( KQ, P, &)(L(k) Cp))). 
If we now consider the expansion for g E A ; (Theorem 1.1) and compare 
coefficients forgeneral v (Re kv>O) we see that ~(v)=,u; Q,C(v)(q). The 
result now follows. 
Note. This is a generalization fthe known result hat for SL(2, R) the 
Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein series are given in terms of “IV-Whittaker 
functions. 
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